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Drinkers
citations

By Pam Logo*
News editor
Five tusmbera of the Madison
County Grand Jury made a trip to
bars in downtown Richmond last
Thursday night, issuing subpoenas
to 24 people who wore suspected of
being underage or having
knowledge of underage drinking.
A subpoena i» a citation to testify
under oath. The subpoenas were
issued to people who will be expected to testify before the grand
jury concerning selling alcohol to

Plans for a kitchenette on each
floor of on* men's dorm snd one
women's dorm next year have been
proposed by the RosJdenrs Hall
Association and Jeenette Crockett,
dean of Student Life
Each of these rooms will be equip
pad with a doable stove snd hood
approved through the fire safety office, a double sink with s garbage
disposal and a mircrowavs for
residents' use. There has been no
dscision mods as to which dorms
would be selected firstCrockett said a women's dorm
snd s man's dorm wiB serve ss s
trial run for the project. If the propond project is spptorad and is
successful, more proposals will be
made to renovate other dorms on
campus.

The grand jury visited several
bora. Including, Talk of the Town,
1890s, The Family Dog. Maverick
Club and Southern Inn Lounge and
had planned to visit more bat were
stopped because of heavy rain.
Russell Lane, chief of police in
Richmond, said the people were not
arrested, but will be required to appear at a grand jury hearing
Laos sold ha was surprised by the
grand jury's action and that it was
not planned through the Richmond
Police Department. He said he waa
notified by the commonwealth attorney on Thursday.
"When the grand jury get* into it,
they can get a lot dona," Lena said
"Them getting involved in it shows
the seriousness of it and I think
there will be something done shout
it."
Lane said there were several false
or altered ID carda confiscated by
police.
The five members of the grand
jury wore arrompanied by a plainclothes police officer, the commonwealth's detective snd commonwealth's attorney, Thomas J.
Smith III.
Richmond police, as well aa campus safety officials, have issued
several citations and mads several
srrssttmrhspset mopmsssreoah
of the new alcohol intoxication law
paaaed by the 1986 Kentucky
General Assembly.
According to I.sne, the grand jury
hopes their investigation into
under sge drinking downtown will
hasp curtail the problem and cut
down on the arrests.

from the drinking.
The grand jury will begin hearing
testimony on underage drinking in
local bars on Sept.20.

Reeidente in those halls would be
charged a nominal fee in addition to
the existing dorm lee to hasp finance
the project. The initial cost for the
renovation is expat tad to cost
666,000. For the second year, the
cost will decrease to 847.000.
becauss those dorms chosen are expected to be smaller in aise.
"We want to make the quality of
life better in residence halls, and to
make stndonts' homes a safer and
bsttsr snvironmsnt with s minimum
amount of cost involved for them,"
eaid Crockett.
Ills next priority item for the proposed four-year budget includes
renovating public arias in residence
halla. Next year, the university will
spend spproximately 880,000 to
renovate lobbies Crockett said
typical repairs will be made such as

re-upholstering furniture snd
paint*"g
Also incfodsd in the proposed
renovation project is placing computer terminals In each of the
dorms. Crockett said half of the
residence balls already have computer terminals
Crockett eaid the university looks
st the terminala as s service to
rssidsnta, hsrsnss not al computer
areas are srosasfhla 24 boars a day.
Tom Myers, vies president of Student Affairs, Mod the uruvars»ty and
RHA wU) work together to provide
resource study areas for each hall.
The study areas will be implemented as vacant rooms become
available. Crockett said aha hoped
to have one study area on each floor
in sack dorm by tha spring
Myerassid the resource srees will
make it more convenient when the
librsry is closed, snd also because
residence halls should be a place for
learning and researching as well.
In addition. mOur high-rise dorms
will have scrssns hit ailed so
residents will be allowed to open
their windows.
The university is seeking sn
answer to allow these residents
fresh sir snd also making it safe for
psrsons walking by tbsos residence
halls. In ths past, ths university has
had prohlsms with rtudenu throwing srticlss out ths windows st
passsrs by.
Before final approval can be noaoe
for tha proposals they most be
agreed upon by the Office of Student Affairs. They are then passsd
along to ths Institutional Planning
Analysis Committee and from there
to the president for Ids signature.

250 students
vote at polls
Progress proto/Christopher Motz

Scaring up a victory
Sometimes it takes some extra incentive to win a ball game and Terry Rawlins, left, a junior
business administration major from Crestwood, joined Paul Miller, a computer information systems
senior from Louisville, to root the Colonels to their 23-3 victory over the University of TennesseeChattanooga Saturday.

TAP contract up for renewal
By Terri Martin
EdUer
Although the Richmond City
Police Department's federal grant
for the Traffic Alcohol Program
(TAP) expires at the end of the
month, local law officiala say they
expect the contract for the program
to be renewed within the next few
days.
"AD they're waiting for now is the
right signatures," said Sgt. Dennis
Hacker, administrative assistant to
Chief of Police Walker J. HowsU.
"We don't anticipate any problems
and things look good for the program."
According to Hacker, the program is funded on a cost assumption basis.
During the first year of TAP, the
federal government funded 100 percent of the program and the next
year it financed 90 percent.
This year, if the contract is spproved, the federal government will
provide 76 percent of TAP'S $18,000
safjaaj budget.
TAP, which. egan in Richmond in
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RHA plans
kitchenettes
for all tit rms

receive

The law, which waa passed by the
1986 Kentucky General Assembly,
states that sn officer
for alcohol intoxication
■nd drinking in e pubac place.
Smith said he felt underage drinking waa a valid issue for the grsnd
jury to investigate because other

6 pages
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June 1984, first employed two officers part time, but since January
has employed one full-time officer.
The officer baa been specially
trained to spot motorists who are
driving under the influence of
"Based on our arrest figures, we
found we had a high Incidence of
people arreeted for driving under
the esn^aTssMs' of intoxicants from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m.," said Hacker.
Initially, the two full-time officere
who wore hired to work overtime
worked TAP from 10:30 p.m. until
2:90 a.m., but since then the officers
have changed strategiee.
•Initially we paid overtime pay to
the two part-time officers, bat ws
felt the pay waa an artificial
stimulant to them," said Hacker.
"If the funding drops, the program
would drop too." »
Since that time one full-time officer has worked exclusively with
TAP.
Hacker said detecting motorists
driving under the influence is the
prim ry responsibility of TAP.

For that reason, the officer has
been speoslh/ trained in DUI detection techniques.
According to Hacker, the officer
administers field eobriety testa to
anyone suspected of driving under
the influence.
These tests include studying eye
movements of the sccussd, a walk
and torn oast and having the
on one leg for SO
Through this battery of teete,
too officer can determine whether
the parson is under the influence,"
said Hacker.
Hacker said the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration approved the three
field testa.
He added that statistics show
that if a motorist fails all three teete,
than is a 96 percent reliability that
hie blood alcohol level is that of 0.10
percent or higher, which is the legal
level at which s parson is considered
to be intoxicated.
During August, TAP made 26
D:'I arrests in Richmond,

Based on the number of manhours
worked, that translates into one
DUI arrest every six and one-half
hours.
Other TAP contacts for the
month included 88 public intoxication charges, nine moving hasarJssjg violations including speeding
snd 12 written warnings.
Other Kentucky cities with TAP
include Louisville, Lexington,
Plorence, Pikeville and Fort
Thomas.
Bulhtt, Boone, Campbell and Kenton counties also have TAP patrols.
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Ths poUe officially dosed st 4:80
pm. Tuesday and M recent Studsnt Senate seats wars filled.
According to Student Association
elections committee chairman
Robert McCool, 19 of tha students
who were running on the ballot were
elected and there wars 20 senators
chosen by write-in votes.
Two hundred and fifty students
showed op to vote. This number
represents about 2.7 percent of the
total university enrollment.
Steve Schilff erth, president of
Student Aaeociation, aaid he felt the
voter turnout wee "not too bed, considering the time of year it waa."
McCool sold ths voter turnout
was about what he expected. "I was
disappointed," he aaid. Hs added
that part of the reason ths turnout
was so smal could have been that
this was only a senate race and there
waa no election for prssidsnt and
vies prssidsnt aa there wss in ths
spring. Ons thousand four hundred
fifty-five students voted in the
spring election, which wae one of the
loweet voter turnouts in the university's history.
McCool ssid while he had hoped
to sss at least 800 to 860 people
voting, "at least we filled ths seats."
Schilff arth ssid there are not very
many veteran senators on senate
this year. Only about 10 returned
from last year. Most are new
senators who wars elected in the
spring and ths 39 who were elected
Tuesday
McCool ssid ths list of elected
senators was still tentative because
of the write-in votes.
Each parson who wss written in
will have to be contacted first to see
if he or sbs wants to accept ths posi-

tion of senator and if ha or ana is
willing to fulfill the dutiee required
of the job.
After the person agreee to accept
the job, it wil be determined by the
slsctions committee that ths student has a qualifying grade point
average of 2.0, U a full-time etudent
and is a member of ths coflego which
hs or she was slsrtsrl to represent
McCool ssid the list should bo ap
proved by ths snd of ths weak
Vies prssidsnt Jim Acquaviva
said becauss most of this year's
sen st OJ a wars now to ths job, it
would be hard to get organised, hot
provided them with now excited
sanstras.
This year was the first time the
senate slsctions ware hsld ss they
worn. Usualy only prssidsnt snd
vies prssidsnt elections are held in
tha spring and all senate slsctions
are held in the fall.
Howsvsr, this year sonata elections were included on ths ballot last
spring. McCool said this provided a
better starting place than ueual at
tha lisgiliiilisi of ths fall semester
Ths confirmed winners are: College of Arts and Humanities, Carol
Fortwendler, College of Applied
Arts and Technology, Stscsy

UislswCoBsgsofniinwisi, Monies
Covington, DarraU Brock, Bradley
Butler, Danny Harmon and Orovsr
Mullina; College of Health and
Physical Education, David Bryant;
College of Law Enforcement. Randall Sperka; College of Natural and
Mathematical a*s3ssng>n fnindssn
Arols; CoDsga of Social and
Behavioral Sciencee, Michael
Cooper, Sarah Kiser, Laura Laridn
snd David Wicker: College of
Undeclared, Roxanna Chrismsn.
Michael Fortkamp. Cindy Nortbcutt. Denies Phillips snd Vicki
Stoklsy.
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Perspective

Terr! Marti.

Editor
Managing editor
Staff artist

Drug testing
of applicants
unnecessary
Want to attend the university? We'll need a urine sample
first.
It may sound farfetched, but
if President Reagan has his way
it could be true in the near
future.
Earlier this week, Reagan announced, as part of a national
crusade against drug use, that
he hopes American colleges and
universities will soon get involved in testing college applicants
for illegal drugs.
Reagan encouraged universities and colleges to require a
pledge from incoming students
that they will abstain from the
use of illegal drugs. ■
He also proposed legislation
that would allow universities to
administer pre-admission drug
testa to parsons applying for admission to the school.
Failing the drug test could
mean failure to secure an
education.
We feel Reagan's drug testing
hoopla is going a bit too far with
this latest proposal.
Drug testing in the workplace
is a different matter. It is
understandable.
In that situation, workers are
paid for their presence and
productivity.
An incompetent employee, or
one who is under the influence of
drugs, would be s liability to the
company or business aa a whole.
Colleges and universities have
the opposite scenario: Students
pay to attend the school.
For that reason, universities

should not have the right to dictate a student's every action
especially what he chooses to do
outside the classroom.
If a student chooses to get
high every day before his 2:15
lecture, that's his business.
The only person he's hurting
is himself.
The only thing that would
truly suffer is the individual's
education.
He does not harm the institution itself like a stoned worker
could affect a business or
factory.
Drug use by students is a personal choice-not one to be
governed by the university or
by the federal government.
Also, if admittance requirements for college applicants are to be revised in any
area, it should be that of
academics and not illegal drug
use.
It seems ironic that public
universities which admit anyone
with a high school diploma and
an ACT score equivalent to that
What is it about watching carof an ox would consider using toons on television that mesmerizes
drugs as a basis to reject any children of all ages and amuses
applicants.
adults?
If
any
admission
reSunday, after putting the
quirements should be amended,
finishing touches on homework,
they should be in the incatching up on reading assignments
telligence department.
and dabbling in "Progress" filing,
Higher ACT scores and high I decided to take a break from the
school grade point averages norm and regress somewhat.
seem far more important than
I decided to venture over to "the
what an individual does during trailer" (the home of five of my
his free time-whether it involves friends) in Dixie Plaza to chill out.
the use of illegal drugs or not.
Sundays are usually spent at "the
trailer" talking over weekend activities and the long week ahead
and, of course, having a little fun.
We usually turn the television to
MTV and crank up the stereo. But
for some unexplainable reason, we
decided to flip through the channels
and adventure through some of the
impeached for poor attendance. networks' new shows.
We hope the new senators will
And what of all things did we
take their positions seriously,
even if few others will, and decide to stay tuned to, but Walt
strive to benefit the college they Disney's "Dumbo." It's hard to imagine six college students spending
represent.
a leisurely Sunday night watching
It's doubtful that many cartoons, but that's exactly what we
students in your college will
beat down the door in order to
make a suggestion or file a
complaint.

Cartoons entertain all ages

Senate must earn
students' respect
Students don't seem to care
whether they're represented or
not.
In
Tuesday's
Student
Association elections, 250 people braved their way to the polls:
250 out of about 12,000 eligible
voters.
In case anyone is interested,
that amounts to s little over 2
percent of the eligible voters.
No one cares. It's obvious.
We only hope that the 39 newly elected senators give more
weight to their responsibilities
than other students give to the
Student Association and campus elections.
We hope to see senators who
will no longer pass useless
legislation which, for example,
honors their parents for being
parents.
We hope to see steady attendance at Student Association
meetings with no senators being

Some will, but most wouldn't
even take the time.
For that reason, you must
serve a dual role.
Not only do you serve as a
representative to the senate, but
you are also a typical student
with typical interests and
typical needs.
Use your position to make
changes that matter.
When that happens, perhaps
other students will also take the
Student Senate seriously.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letters submitted for publication should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
author's address and telephone
number.
Letters must include the
author's signature. Carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be
accepted
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication; however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed in a letter.
The Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libeious or in poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any letters.

Letters should be typed and
double spaced. They should also
be no longer than 250 words
(about one and one half pages.)
The Eastern Progress also
gives readers an opportunity to
express more detailed opinions in
a column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editorial. Those interested in writing a "Your turn"
should contact the editor before
submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Progress. 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University,
40475.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

Notions

Darenda
Dennis
did.
Again, what is it that attracts us
to those illustrative cartoons?
Personally, I had never seen that
particular segment of the Walt
Disney creation, but from glance
one, I was caught up in the adventure and misfortune of that strangelooking lovable creature named
Dumbo.
The adorable character of Dumbo
grabbed a hold of my emotional
senses and I couldn't quit watching
it and didn't want to. Those enormous ears and a flash of those babyblue eyes and I was hopelessly enthralled in it.
If I had been the only one caught

up in the "kids' show" I would simply brush it off as another aspect of
my unusual character. But it wasn't
just me. Within 10 minutes of stopping the remote control there, the
room was completely silent.
All eyes were cast upon the TV
screen as if we were four and five
year olds.
The emotional attachment which
we felt for poor Dumbo was simply
unbelievable. David, Priscilla, Dale,
Rodney, Phillip and I laughed,
booed the villianous crows and awed at scenes being depicted before
us.
I guess you could almost classify
me as a deprived child, because as
a kid, I never watched "Alice in
Wonderland". "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs", or "The Wizard of
Oz", or any other of those kids-alltime favorites.
My parents never banned me
from watching them; I just never
did.
I thoroughly enjoyed "Dumbo."
That sounds pretty ludicrous to ad-

mit to most I know. But hey, I really don't care.

It gave me a chance to go back a ';
few years and feel those warm and _
caring emotions that children have —
for imaginary objects.
They open up the door to creativity, to make believe, and isn't it a .great feeling to feel no bounds, no ■
restrictions.
I feel sort of stupid about how
much of an impact this little cartoon *
had on me. But hey, I had a great
time.
I was totally caught up in what "
that cute, little elephant with gigan- .
tic ears wrfs experiencing.
tt •
And, I felt so great when he show- ,.
ed his stuff in front of a disbelieving audience after all of the ridicule
he had been through.
I must admit, when he lost that —
black magic feather and went soaring to the circus floor tent. I was
really worried, but he came through
like all of those imaginary dreams
do.

In other words

To the editor:
Palmer gives thanks
The staff of Palmer Hall would
like to congratulate the university's
food service division for making new
efforts toward better relations. Greg
Hopkins began serving as director
of food services this semester and
has made efforts to meet the needs
of campus groups and organizations. Recently, Mr. Hopkins was
willing to work with us during the
planning stages of a cookout. This
proved extremely beneficial to us.
We had very limited funds to
work with and Mr. Hopkins helped
us to work within our budget. We
wanted to organize a hall-wide
cookout and doing so would have
taken a considerable amount of our
budget. After discussing the ideas
with Mr. Hopkins we gave him a list
of the items we needed. He took this
list and cut the prices so they beat
off-campus businesses and was still
able to maintain his profit margin.
The success of the program can be
attributed to good promotion and
interested students. However, the
actual feasibility of the cookout has
to be credited to Mr. Hopkins'
helpful business dealings. Indeed,
his methods are not the best for
high profit margins, but it definitely makes for a more lucrative selling agent. As the result of Mr.

Hopkins' help, the cookout was a
trememdous success. Also with the
money that we saved, it is very optimistic for another event of this
size. It feels goad to be able to keep
our limited funds on campus, which
results in benefits for the entire
campus.
Michael Bradle
Administrative counselor
Palmer Hall

Cartoon offensive
I am writing in regard to a recent
cartoon that appeared in your
newspaper in the "Crowe's Feats."
Aa an American Christian it just
concerns me what Mr. Crowe was
trying to get across to his readers.
I am open minded and can under stand as well as see the humor in the
lion ordering an order of Christians,
since historically, Christians did
give their very lives for the savior
that died for them at the mercy of
Caesar.
It's just the underlying meaning,
if there is one behind that particular
cartoon. Is the message "Let's get
those Christians with all their
morality and preaching that Jesus
stuff and about his love" or what?
I as a forgiven individual can not
judge any man because when I do,
I'm reminded how much more I

have fallen myself. I accept
everyone for who they are, what
they believe in and so on, but in

To report a news or story
N<
Pam Logue
....622-1872
Activities
Debra Jasper
622-1882
Feature*
Keith Howard.
622-1872
Arts/En tertainment
Phil Bowling.
622-1872
Sports
Mike Marsee
...622-1872
Pictures
Rob Carr or Chris Metz
622-1872

return, they must accept myself as
well, who I am and what I stand for,
(See LETTERS, Page A-3)

To place an ad:
Display
Ron Sarver
622-1882
Clasaified
Martha Yates
622-1882
Subscriptions are available
by mail. Cost is 50 cents per
issue or 815 per year payable
in advance
The Eastern Progress is a
member of Associated Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association ana College Newspaper
Business & Advertising
Managers, Inc.
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In other words
—
Pa*eA2)
not that I'm any better than anyone
else.
What I'm trying to get across to
you is, why, of all cartoons to choose
from, did they pick one that
downgraded a particular group?
Could you please explain what
message the cartoonist was trying
to portray, if any?
If none, all in fun, fine. I'm sorry
for bringing this to your attention;
if so. what group will be next, the
Jews? It sounds silly or fanatical I
know, but be realistic: we're free in
America. The Jews, the Christians,
as well as many other groups are in
jail for what they stand for right
now. Are we going to start this here
in America? If so, may God have
mercy on this country.
It seems the cartoon conditions
the public view of Christians to be
one of negativism, animosity of
Christians. Christians as a sidekick,
etc.
Paul Ritchie
Show choir director

Ethics questioned
America is rethinking its ethics,
or at least some Americans are.
Mark Pastin. Director of the Center
for Ethics at Arizona State University says, "people are buying books
on leadership, value, culture and all

sorts of crazy belief systems." What
they are saying is that they don't
understand what matters. (Listen to
me. President Funderburk.)
E.F. Hutton was recently taken to
task for fraud, the Pentagon is constantly under attack for fraudulent
defense contracting, the University
of Georgia was nailed because the
administration fired an English
teacher who questioned their ethics.
We are constantly laboring over
what to do about South Africa.
What are the ethics involved in
genetic engineering? And even on
this campus the administration sees
no ethical problem in blatantly
breaking the ex post facto law.
We are evaluated for merit pay.
from January to December, the
latest wsT January to December,
1986, and yet the rules for
evaluating were not finished until
May, 1986! Even though I have appealed this problem all the way from
Art Department Chair Richard
Adams to Dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities John Long, to
Academic Dean John Rowlette and
finally to President Funderburk, all
have flatly refused to recognize it.
This is a serious breach of ethics.
The problem, says Mark Pastin in
his book "Hard Problems in
Management," is a lack of clear
thinking about ethics. Therefore, to
President Funderburk, Dean
Rowlette, Dean Long and Chairman
Adams, may I suggest, other than
Professor Pastin s book, Stephen C.

Pepper's excellent book. "Ethics."
Phillip H. Harris
Professor
Department of Art

Review draws criticism

reviewer. Adams work is also a piece
of sculpture despite the writer's
limited view of what a sculpture
must look like. Ifa not a treehouse.
Likewise the work in wood and
stone of Dennis Whitcopf, and the
welded steel of Richard Deane are
also included in the world of
sculpture.
In the future perhaps a course in
art appreciation should be required
to familiarize them with the
language of visual arts. They might
at the same time rid themselves of
some pedestrian attitudes as to just
what art is.
While he's at it, a course in advanced composition which would include descriptive writing, might not
be a bad idea for the reviewer of the
faculty show. I can picture his
review of King Lear. "The author of
the play has used a great many
words to a compelling effect
delivered by many interesting
characters.

Our student body is being short
changed by some of the writing in
The Eastern Progress. The case in
point is the recent review of the Art
Faculty Exhibition being at best the
most generic review of anything
I've ever read.
"Paintings were shown by Darryl
Halbrooks and Juanita Todd. Both
of these artists took their subjects
into compelling aspects." What
does that mean? Does it in any way
describe the work? Is this the only
mention that three months worth of
painting deserves? With no descriptions of the work how would a
reader ever become interested
enough to see the show for
him/herself?
Darryl Halbrooks
As has often been the case with
Art Department
past reviews of the Art Department's Exhibitions, the reviewers,
in addition to frequent misuse of the
English language, show a total ignorance on the subject they pretend
to be reviewing. For example, "The
In last week's issue of The Proonly sculpted work in the show was
a nude by Esther Randall" and gress, Dr. Robert Adams was mis"Richard Adams provided the quoted. Adams Mid he wished to
largest entry, a fiberglass j see behavioral studies from 20 years
treehouse." I've got news for this •SO-

You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy care
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Our three-year and
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• Outdoor pool
• Waterbeds

3
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Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
- pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE
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10 oz

Call Cpt. Kenneth Duncan, E.K.U.
ROTC, 622-1215 or come by the
Begley Building. Room 510 5th level.
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Bogies Barber and Style: Sparer Drive
behind Jerry's Restaurant. 624-1486.

Apartments
For Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT Absolute privacy 2 bedroom, passive solar rear. Ma/woods
in Garrard Co.. 40 mm. from EKU.
$275.00 t deposit. 1-792-2698 after 6.

Announcements
Buttons, T-Shrts. Fishnets. Postcards,
Sunglasses and much more. RECORDSMITH 623-5058.

RECORDSMITH IS OPEN SUNDAYS
1:30-6. Monday - Saturday 11-7.

Employment
National college marketing company
seeks individual or campus group to work
part time assisting students In applying for
credit cards. Flexible hours, excellent $.
fu« training. Meet students and hive FUN.
Cal Susie at I-800-592-2121.

Government jobs $l6.040-$59.230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext.
R-4673 for current federal list

A group is being offered for women with
concerns about eating and dieting.
Women who are prone to eating binges,
bingemg and purging, compulsive eating or
obsessive thinking about food are
welcome. For information call 269-2325
Ext. 270.

REVLON
FLEX
SHAMPOO
OR j.
CONDIT- M
IONER

Sell it cheap...
in the classifieds!

MIKE * KELLY: See you Saturday
GOOD LUCK! The McChesney's

10 words-$2

KAREN: Can't wait to see you spring
break! Love. George

1.59

STUDIO 27 has one part-time opening
(1-6 p.m. shift)
RECORDSMITH buys USED rock albums,
cassettes, CDS in excellent condition.

For Sale
Skydiving Instructions train and )ump same
day. $75 group rates. Gift certificates.
Lackey's airport. US 25 South. 6 miles.
606-873-4140 weekdays. 986-8202.
weekends.

Custom Duals

FOR SALE 5-speed Nishlki touring bicycle, like new. 623-5247

(Some pickups)

5

Hardeex

15.5 oz

Please present tat coupon before ordering. One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per/isit Cuetomer
must pey any sales lax due Not good in combination with
any other offers. Cash value t/100 of t« Available during
regular breakfast hours only No substitutes, please Offer
good only at participating Hardses* Restaurants.

(Fits most cars
and trucks)

1.69

0M Satca DMtfwMt
3 or spray

I Downtown Richmond

$49 per Axle

SHARE YOUR PHOTO
MEMORIES WITH A...

exhaust pro
DISCOUNT MUFFLERS

■
.J
■

•

Wvou

Offer good Saptarnbar 21 through
Saptarnbar 27,1986.
Please peasant this coupon betore ordering One order
per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit Customer
must pay any sales tan due Not good in combination with
any other offer Cash value 1 /100 ol 11 Available attar
regular breaktast hours only No substitutes please Offer
good only at participating Hardees • Restaurants

nacdecj

IBIM-I-IJUIJeises Harness Food Syeams mc/AiaeVI ■

624-0190

Offer mod wKti tr* ad thru 9-3066

*ZaZr*nm* (N»«t to Jerry'.)
IKy.

■V«"

I
\

255 East Main

SUPERx PHOTO COUPON

e taae HMM Food Svslsma. Ms /Area VI

Includes: Lifetime warranty shoes
or pads, reface rotors or drums,
repack wheel bearings on most cars.

I.

TONY'S
PIZZA

Offev good Saptambar 21 through
Saptarnbar 27,196o.

Economy Muffler

Lifetime Brake Special

r\

3 for 1. °°

6 CINNAMON W RAISIN'" BISCUITS

$19 o

$99 95

15 oz

FRITO LAY
GRAB BAG

FREE

LAR PRICE

I
| Open 7:00 to 12:00
I Sunday 7:00 to 10:00

ZEROX COPY
MACHINE
! 2nd SET OF PRINTS
AVAILABLE
EVERYDAY
| TIL MIDNIGHT

I

VJM

I.

<V M '"41 I omoeteftes. ptoiru »4fri St»rwla»i1 Wf i»>«li orir*

I •'• '•aoeraaf to ba ■■—W»
RAINCHiCH AB I
• vetskBtM to- Mas en Ota* trtexa M *. .gr ewl el en •etvtWKMd
mm. yaw may cha«M ■ coman ■■*■ bra*x) wh*m »■>■■*■ la
of • rameMcfc. tamtch <vW •*****• you to euc<hju tha
w*»WrHmt4 Mm a1 ma >•■»»■—a* a-sca S—owl mma
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Senate to register voters

Police beat
M*

The following reports have been
filed with the university's Division
of Public SafetySeptember 4:
Brace Bonar, principal of Model
Lab School, reported someone had
thrown a piece of brick through a
glass panel in the Donovan Building
resulting in the minor injury of a
student.
Carroll Hale, Richmond, reported
someone had released the emergency brake on his vehicle while it was
parked in front of Commonwealth
Hall. When Hale returned to his
vehicle it was rolling across Kit Carson Drive. The vehicle struck a signpost in front of the Rowlett
Building.
Bryan Katchay, Mattoz Hall
dorm director, reported that someone had thrown a rock through
the window of room 222 in Mattoz,
leaving a three-inch hole in the
window.
September 5:
Lisa Belanger, McCreary Hall,
reported the theft of a ring and a
necklace from her dorm room. The
value of the items was $83.
Anthony Grabb, Dupree Hall,
reported the theft of his wallet from
his dorm room. The wallet was
valued at $25.
Donna Williams, Lexington,
reported that someone had turned
the antenna-tuning network at
Telford Hall to full power causing
the meter to burn out and a diode —
to stay open. The equipment was
destroyed and will have to be
replaced.
September 6:
Jeff Kimberly, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of $50 from
his wallet in his dorm room.
Trent Miller, staff assistant at
Palmer Hall, reported someone had
broken the glass in the east door of
Palmer Hall, facing Commonwealth
Hall.
September 7:
Paul J. Rose, Richmond, was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcoholic
beverages.
Jndy Woodward, night receptionist at Dupree Hall, reported someone had thrown a large piece of
concrete through the back window
of a vehicle belonging to Russ Hale,
Richmond. The window was shattered and a stereo speaker was
damaged.

September Mr.
Brace Bonar. principal of Model Lab
School, reported the theft of a video
cassette recorder from the Model
Lab School library.

ed that the alarm was pulled accidentally and it was reset.
Joseph Turner. Martin Hall,
reported the theft of his backpack
which contained a racquetball glove,
class notes and one pair of
sunglasses. The value of the items
was $28.

September 11:
Cynthia Hale, Brown House,
reported someone had pried the
screen from the storm door causing
damage to it and its frame. The
main door had been left open and
the door to apartment 3 had been
left unsecured. A check of the apartment found that nothing had been
disturbed.

September 12:

Don Sheeka, Brewer Building,
reported the sounding of the fire
alarm in Case Hall. It was determin-

Michelle Magruder. Clay Hall,
was arrested for driving under the
influence of intoxicating beverages.

Jennifer Whener, Clay Hall,
reported the theft of three text
books from her dorm room. The
books were. valued at $34.

SPECIAL OFFER

E.K.U. CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH

SWIMSUIT CALENDAR

ONLY $1.00 WITH THIS COUPON
(Only Expires Sept. 30. 1986-While Supplies Last!)
COUPONS VALID AT:
University Bookstore
Bonded OH
(Center of Campus)
(On The By-pass)
J. Suiter's MR
Thompson's KSA
STUDIO 27
Snarron's Hallmark

I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
■ I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
■ I

By Pam Lag**
News editor
In its weakly masting Tuesday
night, the university's student
■an at a made plans for the voter
registration drive to be held on campus Sspt. 22-26.
Jim Acquaviva, vies president of
Student Senate, said he felt it was
important that university student*
register to vote in Madison County
Acquaviva said ha hoped they
could register 1,200 students to vote
in Madison County durhag the drive.
"The more people wa have who can
vote in Madison County, the more
input we will have in local and state
government,'' ha said.
Acquaviva added that since
students are in school nine months
of the year, they should be

Dr. Skip Daugherty. dean of Student Services, eddressid the senate
on the matter of electing a representative to Cantor Board
Cantor Board is an organization
that provides entertainment, such
as concerts and lectures throughout

the academic year.
Daugherty explained the reepon
sibility of the elected rapreaaatasJvs
from Student Senate and then
recommended that a vote be
postponed until new senators were
After the vacancy alert June Tneaday. Student Senate now has 39
more positions filled which will dou
ble the size of the senate.
A vote waa taken and it was
eroded that the election of a Center
Board representative would be
postponed until the next meeting.
Mickey Lacy, chairman of the
Student Rights and Responsibilities
Committee, presented a report to
the senate in which he discussed the
poeeibihty of getting parking i
reallocated for stndents' use.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career ad vancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar _
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities. P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

September 8:
Michelle Alexander, reported the
theft of the louvers from her vehicle which was parked in the Telford
Lot.
Lori Fitzgerald, Sullivan Hall,
reported the fire alarm sounding in
Sullivan Hall. Campus safety officers reported the smell of burning
marijuana, however, no smoke or
fire was found. Officers questioned
a suspect with negative results.

b)

Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.

c)

Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.

Mike Nelson, resident assistant in
Martin Hall, reported the glass had
been kicked out of the exit door in
the east wing of Martin Hall. It was
determined that the glass was
broken from the inside.

e)

Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
£fT AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
s weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
f. | to 8 am,
Jr
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
immediate cred\t if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can helpjsave you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't havejonang'around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, at 1 800 222-0300
^

David Wolfsorn. Palmer Hall,
reported the theft of a fire extinguisher from the eighth floor of
Palmer
Hall.

COLLEGE
SUMDCO
Owner: Herman
Johnson

OIL
CHANGE
SPECIAL
$14.95
FREE

Grease
Job!
Mechanic
On Duty
7 am-9 pm

registered to vote here instead of in
their hometowns.
Acquaviva said WKQQ would
have a live remote set up in the
meditation chapel area on Sept 24.
from 6 a.nx-9 p.m. to entertain during the drive.
Mark Hundley, a senior English
major from Richmond was confirm
ad by the sanals as the chairman of
the committee on committees.
Hundley described the position as
a clearing ground for legislation and

AT&T
*) 1986 AT&T

The right choice.
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Current issues
will highlight
lunch program
By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
As part of the faculty brown bag
series. Dr. J. Ward Wright, a professor in the business department,
will conduct a talk on "Bureaucracy
in Space: A Manager's View of the
Challenger Disaster."
For three years various members
of the faculty have presented lectures on contemporary issues within
their field of expertise.
The brown bag lunch series is a
part of the university's faculty
enrichment program. It is held
every Wednesday from noon until
12:45 p.m. for all interested faculty
members m the faculty dining room
of the I (. ■ ell cafeteria.
Wright, who will present his talk
Sept. 24. said the talks generally
last about 15 minutes and then the
floor is opened for questions and
comments.
Wright said since the Challenger
disaster on Jan. 28 he has been interested not only in the cause and
effect of the disaster, but particularly in the decision-makLig process
before the last mission was
launched.
"I've been increasingly interested
in how poorly bureaucracy responds
to unusual threats to public safety
both in government and private
business," Wright said.
Wright said there are many ways
in which the government and
private industries deal with these
situations. And with the national
and international interest in the
shuttle explosion he said he thought
it would make an interesting talk.
In addition to the brown bag
lunch series, he also has plans of

J BTEVE'B AUTO BODY & REPAIRS

J

▲

A

•Cu.tom P.lntlng and Pln.trlplng'

«J»

OVERALL PAINT JOBS S37B

A

4>

Frae Pinatriping with Paint Jobs

4>

♦

♦

4>
♦

♦
A

I J
w

Wright said moat faculty who
speak during the series use it as an
opportunity to share findings of
studies that they've either completed or are working on.
However, some do prepare their
talks especially for the series.

♦

rm.
w

WINTERIZE CAR ON SPECIAL THIS MONTH
oil orianga SIB.SB
urtdarooating mtma dona
Locatad Swrilnd Powwhousa Qym

IP

publishing articles on the subject of
this particular decision mailing
process.
Wright emphasized he won't even
begin to discuss the technological
aspect of the NASA disaster, but
will focus on who and why the decision to launch the Challenger in the
28-degree weather was made.
"I thought this particular project,
with the presidential-appointed
committee investigating to see how
decisions were made in high-risk
situations, that's what I'm particularly interested in studying.
"There was a tremendous amount
of pressure on all of these people involved in the decision-making
positions.
"On the one hand, the pressure on
the management was to go because
of
previous
delays
and
postponements. The pressure oil the
engineers was to be safe and so you
see the management people overruling the technical people and of the
shuttle going and of the shuttle
blowing up.
"If you're interested in managing
and high-risk decision-making, you
; couldn't find a better thing to look
•nto, "Wright said
I His interest in the shuttle didn't
come about for the series, but his interest in writing and publishing articles about the subject and hopes
of more professional talks on the
issue.

♦

A
A

♦

«J,

Warehouse Sales

L'A

^>^S
gjr^

Behind the Courthouse
135 W.Irvine St.
623-9636

^5^

everyday Greeting Cards .30*
Seasonal Cards V\ price
Glass and Cloth Shades & Lamps
Silk Flower Shop
Party Supplies for all occasion
Cand, Strcamer
?r?;3o
f
!
Mon. Sat.
Large selection of gifts.

Earn $80 a Month
while You Do Your Homework

Catch the
Spirit Guys!

Come in and enjoy America's favorite fresh
sandwiches and salads. Plus play the "Escape the
Ordinary" Instant Winner Sweepstakes.

WIN INSTANTLY
•AMC/Jeep Wrangler
•Over $5,000,000 in Discounts!
wm •Caribbean Vacations/VCR's/TVs ^
• Over $1,000,000 in prizes & FREE FOOD!
•Just scratch & match. Everybody wins.

AXA

^ IAE
B0¥
Delta Zeta
Fratman's Classic
is coming!
September 23, 24, 25

v>

In just a few hours a month, you
can earn up to $80 by donating
desperately needed plasma. It's
easy and relaxing and it'll give you
extra income while you study.
Contrary to popular belief...you cannot
contract AIDS by donating plasma.
AN supplies used are sterile and
disposable.
Bring in this ad and new donors receive
a $5 bonus

•SUBlDlr^P

for information call.

Richmond
Plasma
Center
624-9814

Sandwiches & Salads

200 S. Second St.

- 624-9241

Parchaar Raouirad Cootaat adl Oct. JO ltM. or vtea aupply o( |x card, ma art
Not nod on dolivary antes Void wmaro prohibited Official Rute. oo n~ card

MM: NO
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Fans take note of alcohol law change
By Terri Martin
Editor
University public safety officials
say students are taking note of recent alcohol law changes.
The change, which took effect
July 1. says an officer "shall" arrest
anyone drinking in a public place or
alcohol intoxication and took away
any discretion on the part of the
officer.
According to Wynn Walker, assistant director of the univeristy's
Division of Public Safety, students
acted responsibly at the first home
football game on Sept. 13.
"We only arrested two people for
alcohol intoxication, but that's
because they were messing with the
first aid people and we can't have
that." Walker said.
Walker said overall the crowd at
Saturday's game was well-behaved.
"I saw less visible alcohol at the
game than I've seen in years." he
said.
"If you can't see it, you can't arrest anyone." he added "We only
arrested if the person was obviously intoxicated and they couldn't
behave themselves."
Walker said most fans seemed to
be interested in the game itself, instead of raising their own spirits
with alcohol. "Its not unusual to

businessman, said he feeU the law
change will have little effect on the
university.

By Terri Marti.
Editor

%

Progress photo/Christooher

Colonel Club members gather for pre-game buffet at the Begley lot.
have only two arrests." he said.
"Some games there are no arrests
at all. Ij depends on how the game

goes: it it keeps the interest of the
fans, they don't seem to get into as
much trouble."

Walker said public safety officials
were pleased with the behavior at
Saturday's game.

The racant change in liquor laws
■urns to have mads, not only
students, but also other friends of
the uaUsiattt cautions whan it
cornea to drinking in a public place
Members of MM Colonel dob. ths
university's athletic booster
organization, said they are conscioua of ths law change, which says
an officer shall arrest anyone who
drinks alcoholic be > at ages in s
public place.
"We were concerned about the
law and thought it was not in our
best judgment to give out any
alcohol." said crab president John
W llslllflllSI ISSSllillglll llm llllllll
pregame talgetmg in the Beglsy
Parking Lot before last Saturday's
season opener.
Hamilton said some club
members brought their own
alcoholic beverages to the pregame
feativities.
"Some people brought their own
and we put up signs saying it was
the Colonel Club parking lot and not
for the public." be said.
"We thought it wasn't wise to
give awsy alcoholic beverages," be
Hamilton,

Richmond

"I don't think it 11 have a great effect on Eastern because it doesn't
seem the officials are going to push
the law that hard" he said There's
a difference m seeking these things
out and in enforcing the law only
wh« people are making a spectacle
of themselves."
Hamilton said be feels the law will
be more strictly enforced within the
confines of the stadium than in
parking lots surrounding Hanger
Field.
"The biggest part at Eastern will
be on the Hill or within the confines
of the stands." he said "If people
are drinking in there, they're really
taking s chance."
"It should be that way," be
added.
Hamilton said that Colonel Club
members wul continue to take note
of the law change.
"You have to be leary of it. If
there's more of a chance of being
caught, it causss caution.'' he said
"But I don't foresee the staff here
or law enforcement officers making
it too horrible to live with."

PROFESSIONAL SALON
cuts ' color * perms * relaxor* * TCB curio

I
I

CALL OR STOP BY FOR ALL YOUR BEAUTY NEEDS

228 S. 2W5treet

•We accept ALL
competitor's yogurt
coupons, including
2 for I

Is.

Salad Bar
$199

■MM LHH

with cha co<4>oi<
food thm 9 30 U

Pfc h Pay Shoes Q

623-6118

$5.00 OFF
PERMS
with style

$3.00 OFF
LADIES CUTS

regular $30 $35

regular $13.00

$1.50 OFF !
GUYS CUTS!
regular S6.O0

1
1
I

Corner of Pin Oak Drive & Lexington Rd. Farm Bureau Biding

Genuine
Suede...
Women's dazzling dress shoes
in rich genuine suede leather.
Lots of glorious colors for
your fall wardrobe.
Pump, reg. $16.97
Skimmer, reg. $14.97

choice
Fashion clutches...$5

»All sheer knee-hl's . 25% off
• Textured pantyhose ..$2
Insert address es in this space

.iiU:ti.M:!:ii.ijri.^rafcNM.'.^rT.CT;l\'ii!.i.!i^,!.!M ■.;.; I.I vi MI.MI i.;.'.;.Kii.ig.w.i

noi

SHOT!
Do your part for the Yearbook.
Have your portrait taken
The Milestone portrait photographer will be on
campus Sept. 2 through Oct. 3, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., in
Powell Conference Room F. Portraits will be taken by
appointment, or at the availability of the photographer.
Avoid the last-minute rush. Stop by Powell Conference Room F and make an appointment today.
Absolutely no portraits will be taken after Oct. 3.
There will be a $2 sitting fee.

IOI
1

AKBft
RflftCT
BEEF
UNEAT ALL PARTICIPATING LOUISVILLE
AND LEXINGTON ARBrS

PHIUy BEEF'N SWISS

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

2 Arb/s Regular
Roast Beef Sandwiches

Arb/sPhilry
Beef n Swiss Sandwich

Offer valid through October **»
5.1986 at all participating ^
Afb/s Restaurants Not
valid with any other otter

2.22

Offer valid through October
5 1986 at all participating
Arb/s Restaurants Not
valid with any other offer

1.49

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Arb/s Beef'n Cheddar
Sandwich, Bag of Fries
& Regular Soft Drink

Arty's Great American
Roast Beef Sandwich

Offer valid through October
5.1986 at all participating
Arb/s Restaurants Not
valid with any other offer

2.19

Offer valid through October
5.1986 at oil participating
Arbys Restaurants Not
valid with any other offer

1.39
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CROWE'S FEATS

Search for dean conducted

»

X

By PaaaLearae
NawaadHar
The university ia currently
for someone to fill the
position of dean of the Collage of
Social and Behavioral Science
The position waa vacated by Dr.
RuaaaU Enate, who accepted a poaition as s—nriars vie* prss.dsnt for
AcadaBBk Affairs, formerly called
ths vies praaidant far acadamfa planning and development.
The position of dean of tha college
ia being fined by Dr. Kan Neleon.
—-irtr daaa of tha Collage of
Social and Behavioral Sciences. He

4-H scholarship fund started
scholarship* each year for one male
and Ian i alt 4-H member The award
is rsetrictad to

i staf f report
The university has received a
125,000 gift to establiah a scholarahip fund for Madison County
stadsnta who have dietinjuiehed
tnamaalvaa taYOQgh involvement in
the 4-H prt»jrain.
The Nancy and J. Lester Millar
Fund will provide two $1,000

VJILLAKI
aORIST

replacement for Ernie can be found
A search rniwattll hae been
formed which ia beans chaired by
Ends. Others sailing OB the committee include: five department
chairs, six faculty members, two
daana and two students.
Tha students, one graduate and
one undergraduate, ware choeen by
Ernie upon tha recommendation of
tha department.
The mianiiig in tha department
waa announced in a memo from the
search committee dated Sept. 9.
The etartng date for the position
will be January 1. 1987.
Enxie said the committee would
try to fill tha position from within
the college stating that the univer

126 South Third Street

aity waa an equal opportuni
ty/afftrmalUe atlsuai employer.
He added that anyone who was
planning to apply f or the position of
dean could not serve on the search
According to the memo released
by the committee, the dean ia the
chief iliniisshalu of tha college
and reports to the vice president for
Academic Affairs and R see arch
Tha dean's responsibilities would
lajsjgjh) teaching, administration of
teaching, service and research programa, budget, personnel ad-

CE

apphcant'apaitsjptiunoftharoaiof
thedean.
Lsttara of recommendation are
not being requested by the committee, however, candidatee may provide ths committee with a Hat of
people who could comment on their

Hand-tied, mixed
bouquet

AMfttCAM

0MBI

12 Piece
Fried Chicken

S.525

.

Wednesday Special
Jumbos are $1.49
All Day

STUDENT SPECIAL
$1.99 tax
with student i.d.

Prlcul

Thursday Special
1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00

Enchiladas Rancharas
with choica of Rice

Shoppers
Village

or Baans

""Special

J

First and Water Sts.

We 're jtreuJ efeur~ nert initiates:

Studio 27
Coupon

Jennifer Amlung
Cathy Damico
Cyndi Due
Susan Hall
Debbie Houser
Sandy Meade

TAKE 27%OFF
Any One Regular Price hern
Your Chotce-Um* One
(Sale Items Not Included)
Offer Expires Sept. 27. 96
One coupon par customer!

STUDIO 27
•'The College Shop"
624-2727

,
i

Jenny McCutcheon

FROZEN
Minute Maid

Orange Juice

oft* giMHl aWtWwvtl | «r"
sod t
II px<

A

Assorted Varieties

A

find- cengratu/ations to Me nen> p/efyes:

!

Test— miit—i who— osteal
tss sra David Perry sad is

BAKERY-DELI

Just orriitM — Chocolate JZoses ... (Rommu ttos neier this sweet!

Everyday
Law

All applications should be sent to
Enxie, chair, March I mnillin— for
the Dean. Collage of Social and
Behavioral Sciences. Coatee Box
5V5, 0981.

Weekly Special:

•downtown, next to the bus station.

m 9,

Walmart

623-0340

1606) 623*340

Russell Enzle

ministration and public relations.
Enxie said the Qualifications for
tha position would be a terminal
degree fa. an appropriate discipline
and university teaching sxparience.
He also said the applicants would
have to show avidsocs of administrative ability, good communicationa skills and evidence of
scholarly activity.
Enxie addsd that tha applicant
would have to ahow tha ability to
work effectively with students,
faculty,
staff
sad
other
administrators.
If a faculty parson wishes to ap ply for the position, he or she should
prepare an application which includes a curran' vita, a letter from
the applicant commenting up his
or lw qualifications for ths position

Maureen Murphy
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FRESH MIXED

individually Wrapped & Sliced Kroger
American

California

Fresh
BrOCCOll

Cheese

Bunch

California Thompson white

Kroger
Biscuits

COke

1 2-Oazk *

trnmrn

. . . Cans

Grain Fed Choice Boneless
Tailless
^

Rib Eye

Lb

Boneless
Sirloin Tip

... Bag

Kroger
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*
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Whole
^

Plain or Self Rising Flour

e-pak
..££
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12

?■*■'■

16-0Z
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Homestyle or Buttermilk
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ies . . .Lb.
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*
Lb

1
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$
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^
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/
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I
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Students find fame in famous faces
By Keith Howard
Fetor*, editor
Phil Collins said he liked muaic
■ad always wanted to play a
nwaical MMtnunaot. Jam M aaafiaki
Mid she was named after bar aunt.
' and John Holmes said people look
ed at him weird when he introduces
himeelf.

One of the things that parent* try
to teach their kids at a young age
is probably manners. And for those
who have questions about the world
of etiquette, they can read Judith
Martin's column called. "Miss ManJudith Martin, a senior management major, aaid she really doesn't
know much about Judith Martin
Martin said. "I think it's land of
neat to have the asms name as
someone that is popular, even
though not everyone knows who she
is."

Of course, these aren't the actual
famous people saying these things.
Ihagr an not so-famous students
with famous :
Most people are familiar with the
famed imsaai ian Phil Collins. His
albums aall in record shops
nationwide.
However, the chancea of Phil Col
Una. an undeclared major, becoming
• musical phenomenon are slim. He
U just one of a number of students
attending the university with a
famous name.
Collins said people joke around
with him a lot concerning his name.
Ha said ones he tells them who he
is they say things like, "Oh, really.
No
jacket
required?''
He also seioVEvary now and then
they think I'm kidding, and I have
to show them my driver's license.'' "
Jens Manaflald was the ever
Mom used to tail me little stories
popular, curvaceous actress who about when I was young. She said
entertained serviceman during the she would take mo to a pharmacy
war. The poster pin-up of her was end the people there would say
one of the most popular posters sold
things like/Oh, Jane Mansfield is
in her day.
iwnlug m'," said Mansfield.
She said most of the people who
Jane Mansfield, a sophomore
social work major, said because she recognixe her name are teachers.
waa an older at u ass, she really My anthropology teacher asked
wasn't that familiar with her. She me if I ws* reincarnated, "she said.
also doubted that they had any
Ones, Mansfield said, aha had a
similarities.
guy aha mat go home and tell his
"I was named after my aunt Jane, friende that he mot Jane
so it Just kind of worked out that Mansfield "They told him I had
said Mansfield.
given him a false name."

I think of it more
than hers, but I like it'
Gary Cnlsnisn won the hearts of
many people with his innocence sa
well sa his pudgy rhssfcs, making
his debut in the sitcom.''Different
Strokes."
However, the Gary Coleman that
attends the university is not s star
of television, as a matter of fact, he
doesn't even msnilili the actor.
Coleman. a senior biology major
•aid his resemblance to the actor is
one of the things that people joke
about with him the moat.
i my i

Coleman said they say things
like. "You don't look like what I
thought you would,"or perhaps,
"You're a lot taller than you are on
TV."
Coleman also said the jokes sre
pretty bad. "No great wits have
come up across me."
One person summed it up when
they said, "Behind every great man
■» • great woman." This waa probably true when referring to Rebecca Boone, the wife of frontiersman
Daniel Boone.

However, the only hardship that
university student Rebecca Boone
ia enduring ia school.
Boone, a junior nursing major,
ssid bar Mam named bar Rebecca
because aha likad the name.
Boons, like all the others, receives
her share of snide remarks. "A lot
of my friende say things Hke, Rebec
ca, whore's Daniel?" she ssid
Not only is she named after the
famous woman, she is also related
to Daniel and Rebecca Boone.
She aaid they sO cams from the

John Holmes is to pornography
like Moaart ia to classical music.
Holmes baa appeared on many
pornographic msgaiinaa sa well as
in films.
.
John Hohnea.a university football
player, ssid his parents named him .
after his mother's father. "I guess
back 18 years ago the guy wasn't
that popular. So I guess they (bis
parents) weren't wanting to make
me out to be 'Porno Jr'."
Holmes ssid he baa to pull out his
identification card every now and
then to prove who he is. "They just
look at ma kind of weird, like I'm
crazy and trying to make a joke,"
Holmes said.
Holmes said it is kind of funny being named after him, but it's no big
Whan asked if the two had any
similarities Holmes said, "If I aaid
no, it would make me look bad, and
if I said yea I would be lying"
The list of famous names goes on
with such people as Joseph Conrad,
H elan H ay es and Robert Palmer.
So don't bo too alarmed if your
phone rings and on the other end someone says. "Hallo, this ia George
Bums."

Marriage
class
Duo teams up in karate class
couples love,
commitments
helps you actually to do the exercise."
David aakV'Ninsty percent is
mental so I practice all the time
while I'm driving, in class, even
on my way to church."
The two became interested in
karate after watching instructor
Ron Boy d give s demonstration
about four years ago.
Boyd, the brothers said, is a
former | ^ni^nAtt^ sjsjp^aaaaa] who
spent five years traveling to different cities teaching law enforcement agencies the defensive art.
Both brothers have incorporated some form of karats into their majors.
Mark, a law enforcement major, said,"It's a big part of my
major. It takes s certain kind of
person to do what a policeman

By Beth Jewitt
Staff writer
It is impossible to learn the art
of self-defense without "breaking
a sweat," according to Mark and
David Wickersham.
The Wkkerahama are brothers
who instruct hogfnntng karate
aJMjej at the university's Baptist Student Union.
Both Mark and his brother
David, 20, sport aikido green
belts in the art.
"It takes, on the average,
about six months to gat to
another belt level," David said
"But belt levels don't mean
anything."
Mark agreed. "Belts show that
you know certain things. In
karate tournaments a yellow belt
may be able to beat a green belt"

But the brothers said the form
of karate they practice-aikidohaa no tournaments. They said
it's "insist!ussln" boand on
controlling body movemeriti.
The middle of the word "U"
means "Ufa force."
In aikido (pronounced uh-keedoe» there are no punchM or
kicks. In fact, there is no physical
training at all.
"There are no push-ups or
weights or strenuous exercise,"
Mark said. "Aikido is baaed on
the existence of an inner
"A good CTSmpIs is a car
wreck," David added The car is
on someone and another person
pushes k off, actually lifts the car
up.
The brothers grew up in the
Richmond area, maintaining a
CIQM relationship.
"I hear so many people saying
they want to leave Richmond."
Mark asid They say they can't
watt to gat out But I like a
smaller area where I know a lot
of
people."
He asid they really don't see
much of each other except for
when they're practicing karate.
It's a niaifompetafl»s sit,'
David said "It mains it tough
because we're brothers so we're
naturally compeUtive."
There are 18 basic exercises to
aikido. All five ranks, from white
belt to black, practice them. It's
an additional part of the
students' training to teach

'-"

Progreea photo/Chris Nlbtock

David, left, and Mark Wickersham practice aikido.
'Aikido is based on the existence of an inner
strength.'
-Mark Wickersham
"It helps their most advanced
students just sa much to practice
with or lead the beginners," said
David.
They agree being brothers is an
advantage when they practice.
"It'e good to have someone to
practice with," Mark ssid.
"Sometimes one of M will get
over-anxious and impatient
HMTlgil

"I think wo gat hurt less
bscsnsa we've practfeadao

together we both know the
other's moves. "
Mark said he doesn't practice
M much M ha should "I practice
about 30 minutes every day.
That's shout ton hours a week."
Mark is quick to note that is
just the physical exerciee. There
is even more mental exercise.
"It's hard to explain exactly
what the ' mental" part is,"
Mark asid "It involves building
concentration end control. It

By Becky Clark
Staff writer
An average of 60 students per
iwinslur enroll in the marriage
class, numbered child development
and family 331, to find out the
answers to some of their questions
concerning dating, marriage and the
family.
According to Dr. John Burkhart,
instructor of the class, some of the
issues discussed are the dating process, mate selection, marital commitment and adjustments, marital
counseling and divorce.
Burkhart said that he bears the
different quest ions everyday and
than he answers them for the
Mark said he thinks he has the
students.
right qualities. "I'm not afraid to
According to Burkhart OM of the
talk to people about anything or
moat common questions sre those
assert myself in any way."
concerning rejected love.
David is s psychology major.
"To keep a boyfriend or girlfriend
"It's one of the helping profeswho doesn't want you was make you
sions," David explained.
both losers. You can not force
"There's s need for more informsomeone to love you. Love and mared decision making in hnapil sis
riage ia a mutual agreement. We
and I'd like to provide that inforcan't force someone to love us by
gifta and threata," Burkhart ssid
David said his ideal job would
Most of the students enrolled in
be guidance counselor in s small
the class are female.
hospital. "Money la not an
"It seems to demonstrate the long
issue," he arid. "If I could do tradition that marriage and family
that I don't care how much I ere woman's work," aaid Burkhart
make."
Although there are some esses
' Mark has more glamorous where engaged couplee do take the
ideas. He said he wouldn't mind class together, in most instances the !
taechmg FBI agaia-s self iainiii
claaa is taken by individuals
"I wouldn't mind being an FBI
Burkhart aaid he encourages
agent either," he said.
studanU to bring their partners as
The brothers said anyone can
guests to the class. He's also had
students who break up after taking
"Ron Boyd uses the "baby ex- the class.
ample." Davie said "When a per"It gives them more opportunity
son is first born, he ia soft of
to think shout the relationship."
body. The i ' flow (relaxation) is said Burkhart
thereat all times. Aa you grow
Burkhart received his doctorate in
older the body and mind harden,
counseling aayrholugy from Ohio
ao they're not soft anymore.
State University and hie post
Through training we're trying to
doctorate degree in marital and
be soft again."
family therapy from the University
Students have ranged from aa
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. He
young M eight to as old as 46.
is also a clinical aMaaanf of the
The brothers said everybody has
American Association of Marriage
the potential to do it
and Family Therapists.
"There is nothing in aikido
Burkhart said there are many
that you can't get back up from,"
reasons why 60 percent of all mar
David said. "We learn how to
riages fad, but he ssid that he thinks
control the opponent without
the main reason is communication
really hurting them."
or the lack of it
"You don't even break a
"People in our society have lost
sweat" Mark added
the art of aaaaajsaaJsgSJsaj, Without
\

communication there is no relationships, without relationships there is
no love. You can not love someone
who will not talk about
themselves, said Burkhart.
According to Burkhart, one of the
reasons for lack of communication
ia money.
"We are becoming a 'thing'
society rather than a ' person society We look to things that money
buya for all our fulfillmenU. The enjoyment of just being with and having conversation with another person is faatly fading into something
of the peat" Burkhart ssid
According to Burkhart, the
money issue is not only a problem
with lack of lesa^saeaataojlssw within
the American marriage, but that it
starts earlier in the dating world.
"(Dating) focuses on the party atmosphere, of spending money for
food, entertainment and travel and
to be frequently concluded with sexual intimacies To enjoy the entertainment, the food and the ssx is s
far cry from enjoying the heart, the'
mind and the feelings of s person,"
Burkhart ssid
A second reason that marriages
fail, Burkhart said, is the mass
"With the domineering impact of
mass media, we are given false and
unreel notions of love and marriage.
Another jeopardy coming from
mass media ia our pioouuuotion
and control with tsleviaion. It •
trols us," Burkhart said
Burkhart added that
reason thst marriages fail is ths I
of sincerity.
"The traditional marriage vowa
may be exchanged, but more often
than not, they are not taken seriously," Burkhart aaid
Recant studies have shown that
60 percent of all married couples are
unfaithful
"It causis a great strain on
marital stability. The strong
American spirit of freedom baa invaded and destroyed ths traditions
of love and commitment. The
pluralistic
society
which
demonstrates a multiplicity of
values and which promotes permissiveness and individuality has
gone so far aa to undermine the
foundations of marriage,'' Burkhart
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Activities
Panhellenic begins
search for sorority

Festival
dancers
prepare
By Jackie HlmUe
Staff writer
The Eutm Dance Theatre is
preparing for the third annual
Woodland Dance Feetival to be held
in bmbgtm on Sept. 28.
The feetival la a day-long diaplay
of varioua dancee held outdoora at
Woodland Park. Tha Eastern Dance
Theatre
will
perform
in
Simultaneous installation* at
Realtor's Plaxs in tha park.
Varioua dance groups are assign
ed to different stations throughout
the park where they will perform
uaine- the natural Drone of the ares.
Virginia Jinks, instructor of the
dance theatre, said the group would
ha spelling out Woodland Park in
thaw dance titled. Hug • Tree."
Tha group will do this by performing phrases.
"Phrases are short movement
statements aa oppoood to long
movements
or
an
actual
dance, "Jinks said. "Phrases are
kind of like mini-dancee that make
up the larger place."
Al though tha dance only lasts for
five minutes, the dance theatre will
repeat the performance nine times
in a 46-minute period Thie will sllow
tha public to see the entire dance
before moving to another station
"It's not the same aa striking a
poee," Jody Anna Smith, a performer in tha feetival, explain
ed'It's not like we're trying to
make letters. We're transforming
the sound of the word into dance."
The Eastern Dance Theatre meets
every Tuesday and Thursday night
and is open to anyone interested in
dance. However, applications for the
Woodland Dance Feetival will only
be accepted through tha weak ending Sept. 20.
Admission to the festival is free
and no rain date has been scheduled

By Debra Ji
Activities
A new sorority is exported to
form on g#Mg» next ssmistw
because tha university's Panhellenic
Council voted last year to expand
the Panhellenic system.
According to Troy Johnson,
Greek adviser, an asp
mittes was formed last week to i
the complicated proceae of deciding
which sorority should locate at the
university.
The group plans to sand letters to
the 18 National Panhellenic Council
chapters which are not currently
located on campus to find out if they
are interested in starting a new
colony.
A questionnaire will also be sent
to tha organixationa to find out
QMnOfETeBprliC a\Iad ,TM"fniT*nTsinip tflfflf*-

■nation and national history. Next,
depending on how many groups
respond to the letter, between three
and five representatives will be invited to make presentations on
After the preaantaHons, each
sorority baa one vote and the results
will determine which group to invite
to tha university to coloniie

Sharp dressed man

Photo by Rodnay Roes

Eddie Singleton, a sophomore from Kings Mountain, dressed as
a woman and lip synched his way to first place in Keene Hall's
Live Aid contest Monday. Singleton won $50 for his efforts.

June Beichler, the expansion committee chairman, said tha new
sorority would strengthen the
Greek system aa a whole. "It will
sdd more to our Psnhellenic system
because we will have more girls to
contribute to tha system with fresh
ideas," she said.
Although Panhellenic will choose
which group to invite to campus,
Johnson said tha idea for a new
sorority was initiated by woman
who were not sorority members. She
said part of the women interested in
colooixing were former little sisters
to fraternities.
"When we encouraged the fraternitiee to disband their little sister
programs a lot of the woman who

had been active little sisters came
to ma and asked me about the
pnaafbflity of starting their own
sorority." Johnson explained.
Johnson said many of the women
decided to try and coloniie instead
of rushing the established sororities
on gjgejaaj so they could stay
together. "They have abaohitely
nothing against tha established
sororities," aba said "Moat of them
can aeetheTnaehraeae members, but
they wanted to take all of their
friends with them."
Johnson said moat fraternities
decided to make their little sister
program an honorary one so women
do not have to rush to join. One
reason for this decision waa the
statement of position against little
sisters issued by the university's Interfraternity Council last year.
The council said little sister
organixationa placed too much
responsibility and legal problems
with the sponsoring fraternity.
"If a fraternity has recognized little sisters, they are responsible
legally for the acts of that organization," Johnson «wpi«h»—i "If a
woman sues for mltarion rights, it
could be taken to court because that
la someone you have somewhat
taken into your membership."
Johnson said the fraternities who
decided not to follow the IFC
guidelinee would not be allowed to
have saparati accounts to pay for
little sister activities or use campus
facuities to bold ruah.
"The fraternity can reserve a
room because they are a recognized
organisation on campus, but if they
put down on tha activitiee request,
"little sister ruah," I will not approve it, "aba said.
Although Johnson attributed the
stricter little sister policy to the new
awaranaaa of legal difficulties, she
said the little slater organixationa
bad never been recognised at the
university.

After Panhellenic decides which
national group to invite to campus,
the woman interested in tha new
sorority will be invited to attend informational parties boated by
representatives of the selected
organisation.
And although former little sisters
initiated the idea of starting a new
sorority, Johnson stressed there
ware several women who ware not
involved in the Greek system also
interested in the new organisation.
Johnson estimated the representatives would choose about 36 or 40girls to Qalasjjsjg the new chapter.
And although she sam mere has
been concern that the new sorority
would make it harder for each
chapter to reach the total number of
members allowed Johnson said
there should not be a problem.
She said aha reviewed the situation after fall rush this year and out
of sight chapters, five reached the
total number of members allowed
one ia under by two members and
the other two have around 60
members."None of t.h»m a**
significantly below total which is 70
members." aba said.
During formal ruah this semester,
160 women pledged a sorority and
30 more joined during continuous
open bidding. Tha quote for each
sorority was set at 24 members during formal ruah and the sororities
who did not take quota could extend
bids during continuous open bidding until they reached the total of
70 members.
According to Johnson, more of
the aororitsM on campus will be
returning next year with 60 or 60 members and another sorority is
needed to prevent raising the total
number of members above 70.
"I don't think we need to raise the
total because 70 is a nice sixe group
living in a residence hall and having
meetings." she said "We also need
another group so we can continue
growing."
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PRIDE OF CINCINNATI I
WINTER GUARD
M AUDITIONS M,
m
Saturday Sept. 20 9:00 to 5:00 Sunday Sept. 21 12:00 to 6:00

FAIRFIELD ARMORY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
For more information contact:
Keith Ping Dawson (513)528-5630
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Tom Acheson (606)441-1364

Ron Pole (513) 232-2917
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Group
raises
spirits

Fraternity rush
brings success,
lacks alcohol
■y

By Joe Griggs
Staff writer
Sports and religion ere not usual
ly two topics that belong together,
but the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes is s campus organization
for students who are interested in
both.

serious," he explsinad "Dry ruah
hae dona a lot for our reputation and
it will work out ea soon ee everyone
gets used to it."

loftkei
rush chairman intarviawad said
although enforcement of the nonafchoBc policy IN a problem, they
war* pleaeed with the overall
results.
Thia la the second aemeater the
univaraity baa not allowed alcbolic
beverages at ruah functions and the
new policy aaema to be following a
national trend.
According to a newsletter
distributed by the National
Paahallank Conference. 276 college
campuaaa have adopted dry ruah for
fraternitiaa.

Still. Fleming said the In
trefratemity Council at the university should try to enforce the rules
concerning alcohol. "So far, they
have been Impossible to enforce," he
seid.
Troy Johnson. Greek adviser, said
there had been some discussion concerning having a more structured
fraternity rush so it would be easier
to make sure the rules are followed,
but NPC encouragea an open rush
policy.

The FCA is a national organisation that operatee in "huddles."
About 126 huddles exist in Kentucky in different levels of education
from junior high schools to colleges.
Huddles exist in every state.
The university's huddle haa about
40 members and involvee a variety
of sports Assistant athletic trainer
David Ralston, adviaor of the FCA.
said the organization ia aimed st
students who are "interested in
athletics snd share faith in Jeeua
Christ."

Under the present guidelines, if s
fraternity ie caught disobeying the
dry rash policy IPC has several options. They can place the fraternity
on social probation, intramural probation, assign them a community
service project or fine them.
But arwding to Johnson, moat
of the fraternities are abiding by the
dry rash guidelines "I really don't
think that many fraternities have
broken the rules," she said.

As a nanlt of Una trend NPC seid
the actual number of students going
through ruah hae dropped, but initiationa haa increased by 64 percent.
Gene Fleming, Sigma Chi ruah
chairman, said dry ruah waa a good
idee because it would help every
fraternity's pledge retention. "We
get more quality guys coming out
for ruah end you know thev are

He said the group's primary goal
ia to "outreach to the campus community snd Richmond in prayer."
The national headquarters for the
FCA originated end ie located in
Kansas City, Mo. Ralston said it
"grew out of that to other cam
puses."
The FCA holds devotionsls once
a week on Sundays st 8:30 p.m in
various rooms in the Powell
Building.

Campus clips
Support group meets

Ad club plans meeting

The Department of Iteming
Skills is sponsoring a free study
skills support group for older
students. The group meets on
Thursdays at 3:30 p.m. in room 232
of the Keith Building- The group
will discuss topics euch as building
confidence, managing time and
overcoming test anxiety.
For more information, call Shirley
Baechtold at 622-1620.

The American Advertising
Federation will be meeting in the
Powell Building, Conference Room
D. at 6 p.m. Wedneeday, Sept 24.
All
students
are invited.

Positions open
Applications will be accepted for
positions on student court until
Sept. 23. The limited openings are
for one graduate student, one senior,
three juniors, one sophomore and
one freshman.
The positions are open to all ma
jora and apphcatione can be obtained in the student senate office. For
more information call the student
senate office at 622-1724 or Melissa
Johnson st 622-6314.

Judo club meets
The university's Judo club ia
holding a dnee for beginners on
Mondays and Wedneedays from 6-8
p.m. in the Alumni Gym mat room.
Everyone ia welcome. For more information call 369-6233.

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Wheelbarrow wobble
Members of the Inter-Varsity Fellowship met at Palmer field Friday for some friendly athletic competition. Some competitors discovered the wheelbarrow race was more difficult than it looked.

Hslston said the group waa trying to organise small group Bible
studies. No qualifications are needed to be a member of the FCA.
which is s non-demoninational
organization.
Fellowship meetings are open to
the campus community snd
everyone who believes in Christ snd
is interested in athletics.
According to Ralston, the
membership fee is optional because
s fee might discourage people from
joining.
"I feel the FCA fits s need that
student athletes have in coping with
struggles and pressure," Ralston
ssid.
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Kristen Bailey
Kara Bellinger
Kim Bischoff
Ann Blackhurst
Lori Boulos
Chrissy Cantrell
Jeannie Gastright
Dena Korzeniewski
Heather Lamb
Mary Lauer
Pam Muncy
Kerri Oetkin
Chris Propp

Sandy Rogers
Sonja Rogers
Felicia Ross
Julie Schulte
Susan Spears
Nikki Vanhoose
Lynn Venters
Laurie Walker
Kim Wilson
Beth Winters
Vickie Nicholas
Terrie Macki
•

?. AUTUMN
•* 1 m

BONANZA
Hot SwiMf* muSW
Baked Beam
Potato Logs
Chicken Liven
Cimamon Sudd

WEDNESDAY! THURSDAY
Chicken Wings
Hot Cheese
Green Beans
Mashed Potatoes
Appte Crescent
Cobbler

FRIDAY

Boiled Shrimp
Hush Puppies
Baked Beam

SUNDAY- After 5:00 p.m. 99* Nkjht.Come See Our 99* Menu
MONDAY- Family Night, Magfcian-6-8 p.m. Kkte under 10 eat with paid adult.
TUESDAY- Spe«hettr-AH You Can E«t-$3.39
WEDNESDAY- Create your own Taco & Salad Bar-$3.39
THURSDAY- E.K.U. Appreciation Day. 10% with either faculty or student I.D.

"SATURDAY
SUNDAY
Chicken Wsigs Boeed Shrimp

Barbeque
Spaghetti
anuses Hot SaoM a makal Hush Puppies
Men BvUaamu
muMniHot
Green Beans PorV-n-Beans
Eked-Beanf
Pinto Beans
Potato Logs
rfWQ MeflhrootTV
SoSopad Poutoo
Scasoped Potato
Fried Okra
Chieken Liven Chicken Livers
Chicken Livers
Cobbler
Cobbler
Cobbier
Cobbler
Cobbler

Buy One Get One
FREE
Autumn Burger
or Ham & Swiss

iSK

ITEMS ABOVE ARE ON THE FOOD BAR AS LISTED DAILY
HOME OF
THE

2 Hot Soups Daily

t

7f&bhfodfcA** ^

I

1 1

STEAK HOUSE

sSfo&k? Clw^P1 • Seafood * Scrfajd

MONDAY
Meat Loaf

FAMILY

i

Junction of I-75 and Eastern By-Pass

ke Cmm

FoodBarN

Mondays are Student Discount Days.
Receive 20% Discount With I.D.
NOT VAUD WITH DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS. OR ANY OTHER SPECIALS.

$2.09
Expires 9/24/86

{

624-1193

'banquet facilities available
Hours
11:00 a.m - 9:30 p.m. Sunday thru Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Friday and Saturday

aaaBOaeSSaOl
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Arts/Entertainment
Culture show
gives campus
new insights

Course
assists
dancers

By Uirtn WUloaghb,
Staff writer
A pony-tailed woman in a black
leotard pirouettes in front of a wall
of mirrors, bringing her anna in
gracefully aa her right foot reaches
up to her knee.
Thla ia one scene that might be
visible in Homer Tracy'a advanced
dance class.
A man is the next to enter the
room. He poses in front of the mirrors, lifts onto bis toes and practices
his leaps. TTie young man happens
to be the only male in the theatrical
dance class.
Aa time for class neara more
students arrive, each comfortably
drissid in a rainbow of leotards.
Finally, in comes Homer Tracy
with his jam box and casssUss. He
places a tape in the box, hits the
play button and the class begins by
following his moves.
The Campbell Building is not
home to artists and actors alone.
Dancers strive for perfection also in
this hawBaJ
"I want people to realize that we
are over bare, "Tracy said. "A lot of
people don't know that."
Tracy teaches two dance classes:
Theater 286 and 386.
Theater 286 serves as s class for
beginning and intermediate dancers.
" K you don't know anything about
dance, but have always wanted to
learn, or if you've had up to four
years of training, this course is for
you." Tracy said.
Tracy is currently choreographing
and directing "A Chorus Line",
which be cals the epitome of music
According to Tracy, the class has
an even balance of related and nonrelated majors. Students take the
course for many different reasons,
Tracy said.

Progress photo/Rob C«rr

Homer Tracy leads his advanced class in a dance move.
"You don't have to be a theater
or performance major to take this
class," Tracy said "A background
isn't;
However. Theater 386 ia geared
more to the needs of performance
majors.
According to art major Mindy
Ison, normal rlsssss can be tiring
and the dance class breaks swsy
from standard rlsssss. "It's good
for tension," she said.
"I worked at Opryland this summer,'' said Nick Desantis, a member
of the advanced class. "You feel
great, it gives you self confidence."

During a class, Tracy never takes
his eyes off the mirror. "Front,
front, back, back, side to side," he
chants as the students twist their
bodies while wstching his moves.
"The clsssis are geared toward
performance, gaining confidence,"
Tracy said According to Tracy, this
is an importsnt element of
performing
"As an undergraduate. I was an
actor who sang and danced, but I
was primarily an actor.'' Tracy said.
Hs concentrated in choreography
during graduate school and considers it his strongest area.

Tracy would like to enlist more
men for his dance clssses. "A
90-minute Am**^ class uses as much
energy as s football gams," he said
"I don't want guys to think they
have to wear a tutu," Tracy said.
In the past, he has taught dance
to football and basketball players in
order to increase their agility and
control.
"I can choreograph anybody for
anything, that's my motto," Tracy
said "I want people to look good on
stage. Just give me some music and
I will choreograph it"

O'RILEY'S
Friday

Documentary films shown during
By Stove 1
Staff writer
the festival will include "Across the
Each year, the university hosts a South Pacific" and "The Elusive
culture festival to bettor educate Geisha. "The series will also include
students concerning other coun- feature films.
tries. This year's festival will be bas"The Year of Living Dangeroused on Pacific Island cultures.
The festival begins with a week of ly" and "The Hidden Fortress" are
among the feature films. All the
films to be shown Sept. 29-Oct. 3.
films will be shown in Room 108 of
The festival will conclude Oct.
the
Crabbe library.
6-Oct. 17 with a series of cultural
A lecture series will also be includevento.
The Brock Auditorium will ed in the festival Topic will include
feature a performance by Lehua "Fiji: Cultural Crossroads of the
Lani's Polynesian Dancers on Oct. South Pacific" and "The Philippines: Historic Culture and Society
9.
Callie Dean, chairman of the ex- in the only Christian Country in
hibit committee, said the materials Asia."
from the exhibit come from such
A series of luncheon lectures will
places ss Hong Kong, Australia,
be held in the Faculty Dining Room
New Zealand, Japan, Saipan and
of the Powel Cafeteria. The lectures
Micronesia
will be held from Oct. 6 through Oct.
Articles in the exhibit include ar10.
tifacts, crafts, dolls, posters,
Dean said one of the more inphotographs, books, flags and
teresting exhibits was a doll sent
native costumes
The exhibit materials will be pro- from Hong Kong. The doll
vided by many different sources. resembles s Chinese Cabbage Patch
Those donating items will be Kid, but to called a Rice Paddy
students, alumni, faculty and Baby, she said.
Madison County residents who have
The doll came equipped with its
visited the Pacific Islands.
own passport, picture and visa.
"This to also the first year I have "The dolls are not made with
contacted overseas alumni," Dean passports anymore, instead they
said "Most have even asked the come with their own immigration
library to keep their materials per
■apers," Dean said.
manantly. I am real happy about
"I hope the students come to ess
that."
the exhibits.•" Dean said "I love doThe largest exhibit will be in the ing them and they are so educaCarl D. Perkins Building. This tional."
building was chosen since it has
"I dsuldnt visit the islands
more display areas than the library
themselves,
so the exhibits enable
or the Keen Johnson Building.
me to see apart of their culture first
During the exhibit, the Perkins
hand.'" Dean said. "The students
Building will be open on the
could do the same by seeing the exof Oct. 4 and Oct. 11.
hibits."

Cftj Omega tfou/J /tie ta tfe/come
their netf !Ba£y Otf/s/
Julie Bird
Jill Bridges
Becky Dierig
Suzanne Graham
Lisa Hilpp
Cindi Joyner
Beth Knoblock
Julie Kruer
Melanie Leach
Lori Linville
Lisa Lyons
Kelly McMurdo

.....Colorado IMIte

Monday............................WPMI IMIte
with Tom HolHctey
Tueaday..................................Twofer
Wadnaaday
Ladie'a Mite

Becki Moore
Molly Murphy
Karen Ray
Kim Rhodus
Stephanie Robinson
Vivia Santelices
Tracey Schmidt
Lauren Slone
Beth Tingle
Karen Thompson
Tracey Whiles
Jodi Williams

vm
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AJ ^k Would like to congratulate its nev)
initiates and pledges.

JVi S.VJ
Nevi Wedges

HeiM Kinmn
Amp* Camee
Cee CiHsay
Amy £att
Can Mattingly
Caigk Ann Millar
Martha Ramsey
Cara Jtaynuni
Kim Wari

Qamttla Bale
Amy -Baits
£*/ys Btneman
Cynn Cetrula
■Beth £. Chapman
■Donna "Doris
Anna "Deck
CaaAmu DeVaola
Muhtiu niiott
SkeriHfff
Jtkmia Hart
Julie Hounskett

Knita Wtiitlman

■Pom Wallenberg
Patty y<mna

New Initiates
Natalia Bali/rat
Tarn Qibsan
Susan Hardy
Marilyn Hicks
"Ellen McKinlay
Angela "Parker
Mufftt Wrigkt

•NOW OPEN
THE NEW
PREMIERE
FITNE8B
CENTER IN
RICHMONDI
FEATURING:

FITNEBI

DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
STUDENTS!

Fre>. Westflhta, Universal iVIsMhlr
Nautilus, ■quipmsjot, Karsts, snd Tsnnlng.
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WOLFE TANNINS IYSTIM A NEW SAFER •
HEX TANNINO BOOTH WHERE YOU

STAND TO TAN'

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Bam-IOpm
PHONE 624-2652 FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Ask for Jeff Traylor or Terry Troutt
427 Big Hill Ave. Across from State Bank
DB
IHIIIIIIIIC
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Work helps
Gast prepare
for job market
By PUlBowttssj
Art* editor
If experience is where it is at, than
Kelli Oaat should be well on her way
in the broadcasting field. The
19-yeer-old junior DM worked at
three radio stations and a local dub
since coming; to the university.
Oast began her own radio show
for WDMC 67 AM last fall. WDMC
is the university's carrier current
station. The station can only be
picked up through the electrical current on campus.
Whan Oast began bar show,
"Radio-Free Eastern," she wanted
to provide something different for
the students. "I am interested in
radio and to get anywhere in the
business, you have to be different,
so this wss it," Oast said.
In order to become more informed on the subject of progressive
music. Oast keeps in contact with
several record promoters and has
even interviewed some groups. "I
try to see as many ahows aa possible to meet the people and find out
things shout the music," she said.
"I have learned a lot about the
bands and their members," Gast
said. "I am no longer star-struck
and see them ae normal people."
Oast's show had many followers
wanting additional outlets for "college music." She began doing an additional show on s Iocs! station during the spring semester.
Oast was doing her one-night-awesk WDMC show and then working a similar show, "Vinyl Front •
isrs" for WMCQ-102 FM in Richmond. Oast continues to work for
WMCQ but no longer has sn sir
shift st WDMC.
"I served ss music director of
WDMC over the summer, but
wouldn't have the time to do it now
with all my other involvements,"
Oast said. "I am still involved by
helping out the music director with
progressive music"

Travelers miss
weekend fun
Weekends ware made for goin'
home? Is this the theme for this
university?
Travel haa again been postponed
for this week's column However,
this tims it ia because I stayed here
for the weekends schsdulsd events.
This weak, I will jump on my
soapbox and n i pi ass my opinion in
fuller detail.
A newcomer to the university
might definitely question the attendance of the opening football game
"Is this sll the people that are coming?" I heard a freshman ask short
ly before heiftime.
Where did all the people go this
past weekend? Obviously, my last
f**F»wwt on campus fun on weekends
wss not read.

Oast continues to keep in contact
with progressive music promoters.
"WDMC is where I got started.
They gave me the chance to experiment and I am very thankful," she
said.
While working and going to summer school. Oast was given the opportunity to have sn sir shift for a
1-aTington radio station. She was
approached by WKQQ 96 FM to fill
a vacancy.
Oast had met some of the people
from the station and apparently
mads sn linprsssiisi
The station contacted Oast and
asked her to submit s demo tape.
"That was easy since I was still doing the show for Q-103," she said.
Oast has continued to work for
WKQQ since the end of June.
However, she has now arnaraiad her
involvement to club work.
"Groovy Tuesdays" is the most
recent addition in Oast s shows. She
has taken the progressive music and
brought it to J. Suttar's Mill every
Tuesday night. "I have taken progressive music with s good dance
beat and worked it into my show
which runs from 8 p.m. to midnight," she said.
"I'm vary excited because I have
always wanted to work s dub and
next week we will have a live band,
Two Small Bodies, performing,''
Gast said The Lexington-based
band will have their Richmond dub
premier st Oast's show.
The band played last spring in the
Ravine and haa since plsyed
regional clubs. The upcoming show
will be the last before the band goee
on tour.
"They will be opening for Circle
Jerks and playing in many large
cities, "Gaet said. The tour will have
Two Small Bodies performing in
many cities mdndlng Pittsburgh,
Atlanta, Memphis, and Orlando.
"This is a brand new thing to
Richmond," Oast said "I only hope
that it continues after I graduate."

Photo

Grand entrance

■ CMp Wood•0,,

Jon Thornsberry, the university's new Colonel mascot, made his
debut Saturday at Hanger Field before the Colonels' opening
football game. The mascot will appear at all football and basketball
games.

Orchestra arranges
season schedule
By Kristi Spencer
Staff writer
Musicians take note. Dr. John
Roberts, chairman of the music
department, has extended sn invitation to those interested in playing
with the university's orchestra.
Robarta, who has been chairman
of the department for one year, has
tried to make somti changes in the
orchestra. "Since Roberts has been
here, he's made the orchestra a very
prestigious group," ssid percussionist Dsryl Mesch.
Last year the onhsstia performed the university's first full-scale
opera, "The Bartered Bride." This
opened the door for the orchestra.
This year the orchestra, minus the
strings, will back up a performance
of "A Chorus Line" in November
"It was s great experience doing
Bartered Bride," Mesch ssid. "I'm
looking forward to 'A Chorus
Line'."

According to Roberts, the orchestra haa a very busy schedule for
the season. The Kentucky Music
Educators Association has invited
the orchestra to perform at the annual convention in Louisville next
February.
"It is quite sn honor to be invited
to such sn event," Roberta said. "It
is neat to play for other musicians."
The orchestra is also tentatively
planning a children's concert for
fifth and sixth graders in Madison
County in March.
The first concert of the semester
will be Oct. 27 at 7:80 p.m. in the
Brock Auditorium. The concert will
be free to the public.
The orchestra, which is almost as
old as the university, rehearses
Mondays and Wednesdays in the
Foster Music Building. The rehear
sals last approximately two hours.

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling
It is understandable that some
students might not want to see the
concert. I realise that some of you
had plans to see the 'Thunderbirds
open for Bob Seger.
However, I do find it sad that
only one-tenth of the student body
attended the concert. The number iA
people complaining of nothing to do.
seems considerably higher than 10
percent.

It almost hurts to think people
woufd rather go home than try out
some of my ideas. I kept telling
myself that people would stay for
the first big weekend.
I suppose that people would
rather go home and see their old
high school play a football game. Is
this what some people live for or
doss snother classic episode of
"Miami Vies" cstch thsir
attention?
Of the people questioned, very few
had Ingitlmatn irinison for going
horns. Most responded with s
"There is nothing to do here,"
comment.
For those living within a 100 mile
radius, it would be acceptable to go
home Friday, visit the folks and
return Saturday morning for the
day's festivities. This satisfies
everyone concerned.

But, the general suitcsser wss
probably involved in something
much more knportant like "running
around with some old frianda. "This
might be a difficult transition problem upon graduation.
Once the suitcsser has graduated
and gets s job, will he travel to his
hometown chums every Friday at 6
p.m. to ass the old gang? I was once
told that college was the time in
your life to let go, have fun and meet
new people.
My consultant must have been
wrong.
I will admit that I do go boms on
occasion to visit my parents and
friends. However, this doss not occur often and it usually does not
result in sn entire weekend st home.
No, I do not live 500 miles from
here. Infect, I live within 190 miles
of the university.
My hat is taken off to those of you
who do stay hers and become involved with university functions on
weekends. Nothing is greater than
being s part of a rare breed.
Although I needed to give the
subject of suitcssera ens more column, next week pWsWi to be
snother adventure from the Travel
editor'a desk. An occasional
getaway ia permitted under my
supervision.

A road trip to some place you have
never been would be a good excuse
for leaving for a weak and However,
a large number of students go home
to be going home.
Saturday evening was highlighted
by the Fabulous Thunder birds concert. However, those who did not sttend the concert will remain
dueless.
The Thunderbirds came back on
stags for two encores. Everyone in
the auditorium was standing or
djsjejajs) during the last half hour of
the show.

University Film Series..
LECTURE
SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

SAT

FRI
T9[

Youngbloo
o<T Youngblood Youngbloo
>od
7 & 9 pm
7 & 9 pm
7 & 9 pm
Out of Africa Out of Africa
_ 11:30
11:30
Back to the Back to the
Future
Future
midnight
midnight

22

21
Back to the
Future
7 & 9 pm
Rocky IV
8 prr.

23

Back to the Back to the
Future
7 & 9 pm
Rocky IV
8 pm

28

29

Future
7 & 9 pm
Rocky IV
8 pm

24
Out of Africa
7 & 9 pm
• I

Out of Africa
7 & 9 pm

25

SERIES

26

New York Times
Correspondent and Editor

1949 to 1975
Pulitzer Prize Winning
Foreign Correspondent

27

8 P.M.
September 18

Out of Africa
7 & 9 pm
Terminator
10 pm-l2:30

Brock

Auditorium

30\

St. Elmo's Fire St. Elmo's F re St. Elmo's Fire
7 & 9 pm
7 & 9 pm
7 & 9 pm

If you want to be provoked, stimulated, and have a good
discussion, you need to attend . . .
BBk^

/» ■

W

THE
DEBATE

if^Se
• FUNNY, OffSIAT ANO OSMSBU,..
-ThaarMM**"'

University Film Series
Seven nights per week in
Ferrell & Grise Rm. of the
Combs Building.

Ill *T SCHI I W-i t\\

■ ^ *f

Milk. ^&\A

Admission is $1.50. Look
closely at schedule for
show times.

i^ as.

l

Wednesday
Oct. 8.
8 P.M.
Brock
Auditorium
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Sports
Colonels dump UTC 23-3 Recruits join
tennis team
B, Mike
Sparta editor

The big play has long bean a
tool for writing fan* and baffling
opponent* in football
Mike Whitaker and Mike
Cadore took full advantage of
that weapon in Saturday's 23-3
opening game win over
Tanneeeea Chattanooga.
The pair hooked up for a pair
of touchdowns, giving the
defenee a workable margin and
Hauling the crowd of about
14.400 fane at Hanger Field.
Late in the first half, quarterback Whitaker. who was
lO-for-19 in passing with 160
yards, hit Alvin Mount with s
34-yard pass to take the ball to
UTC's 44-yard Una.
Whitaker and Cadore then
worked s textbook reverse play
for the first score.
Tight end Oscar Angulo put a
bone-crunching block on a UTC
defender, and canter Byron
Ingram took out another Moccasin downfield. All Cadore had
to do was sprint down the right
sideline.
"AH I had to do was hold onto
the ball.'' Cadore said.
Cadore scored again early in
the fourth quarter when
Whitaker found him alone in the
end tone and hit him with a
43-yard pass.
Field goals by Dale Dawson of
32.30 and 19 yards added to the
The Colonels passed 19 times
snd rushed 48 times, but Cadore
said the assortment wss just
right.
"Mixing it up helped us out s
lot." he said. "Mike wss under
control and threw the ball on
target."
"The gams plan was quite s bit
different than it would've been a
year ago." Whitaker added.
Whitaker was also quick to
credit snother group of major
contributors: the defense.

By Mike Marsee
Sports editor
The women's tennis team is using
the coming fall season as a proving
ground to test a team that has four
new players attempting to meet the
challenge of collegiate competition.
But Coach Sandra Martin said the
team's schedule features the kind of
opponents that can initiate these
players very quickly.
Four of last year's singles players
are returning, but two of the three
doubles teams have been split.
The Colonels have picked up three
freshmen that will be counted on
heavily this fall.
Tina Kate of Lexington, Tina
Peruzzi of Hudson, Ohio and Cara
Raymond of Floyd County. Indiana
are all in the running for open
positions.
"All three of them will play, but
they will not all necessarily play
singles," Martin said.
Also trying out for the team is
Amy White, a transfer student from
Toledo. Ohio.

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Mike Poage returns the ball after his second-quarter interception
That defense did not rest in its
pursuit of UTC Mockers snd ball
carriers.
Between interceptions by Danny Copeland on the second play
of the gams snd Pst Smith on the
final play, the Moccasins posted
only 173 total yards.
Their acclaimed passing attack
accounted for 172 of those yards.
Colonel end John Klingel said
UTC fell short in one key ares.
"The offensive line wasn't
quite as good as it wss billed to
be," Klingel said.
UTC coach Buddy Nix said his
teem would bounce back.
"We're not a good ssWSjgfc football team to be playing below 100
percent against s team such as
Eastern and win," he added.
The Moccasins' frustrations

showed on plays such ss a kickoff
return late in the first half that
featured two laterals snd s
touchdown run.
The second lateral was an
illegal forward pass.
"We didn't play hard enough
to make anything happen." Nix
said.
Colonels' coach Roy Kidd was
sstisfisd with the first
impressions his team gave him.
"It's... certainly one of the
best opening games we have ever
played." he said.
"I said all along I thought we
could be a good defensive football teem." Kidd added. "Today
we proved it."
He said the Moccasins defense
played well despite the big plays.
"They have a good football

teem snd, to be honest, I wss surprised that we beat them like we
did,' Kidd said.
But be isn't complaining.
The Colonels now travel to
Huntington, W. Vs. for s game
at Marshall at 7 p.m. Saturday.
They will try to avenge the
Thundering Herd's 13-7 win st
Hanger Field in 1986.
Marshall. 2-1, was the victim of
a major upset when they lost
19-10 to Morehesd State at home
in a matchup of local rivals.
"I think that will motivate
them more to play us," Kidd
said.
The university's athletic ticket
office, located at 126 Alumni Coliseum, has tickets for Saturday's
game at Marshall's Fan-field
Stadium for $11 each.

Akron, Morehead
maintain streaks
Progress staff report
Ohio Valley Conference schools
went 3-2 and two other Colonel opponents were winners Saturday in
the second full week of the season.
In the OVC, Gerry Faust's Akron
team went to 2-0 with a 17-7 win at
Kent State, while Morehead State
also remained undefeated by
beating James Madison 27-24.
In other games, Austin Peay shut
out Tennessee-Martin 36-0. Murray
State was blanked by Southern Illinois 31-0 and Eastern Michigan
edged Youngstown State 18-17.
In games of future university opponents, Marshall won 21-7 at Ohio
University, Central Florida downed
West Georgia 34-21 and Livingston
upset Western Kentucky 23-21.

Martin said the current team is
vastly different than what she expects in the spring.
She pointed out that while some
players will improve with competition, others Tnay become more
passive.
"It depends on how much effort
they put out," she said.
Martin indicated it is important
that the experienced players maintain a consistent level of play, and
she said she has been pleased with
their efforts so far.
The returning players are led by
No. 1 singles player Laura
Hesselbrock.
"Every year she's been at
Eastern, she's improved," Martin
said of the senior.
Martin said sophomore Pam Wise
is still a strong player, but "some
facets of her game need to get back
where they were."
According to Martin, sophomore
Dee Cannon continues to improve at
No. 3 singles for the Colonels.
"Dee is going to be a much
stronger player before she gets out
of here," Martin stated.
She also said junior Traci Parrella
is playing the best tennis she has
played in her college career.
Sophomore Beckie Mark rounds
out the returnees. The doubles team
of Mark and Hesselbrock is the only one remaining from last season.
"There's no guarantee they'll be
partners," Martin said.
She pointed out that all positions
will not be set until the conclusion
of this week's challenge rounds.
The five-week fall schedule
features several competitive teams,
according to Martin.
The Colonels open play Saturday
when they host Marshall at the
Martin Hall Courts.
Only one other series of matches
will be at home.
"We're jumping right into the
fire." Martin said.
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Brett
leads
spikers
By Debbie Taylor
Staff writer
The university has more than one
quarterback who has prepared for a
big season.
Cathy Brett, who serves as
"quarterback" of the women's
volleyball team, said she is "ready
to play" ^d lead her team's defense
in its fifth consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
Brett, a senior setter for the Colonels, was chosen as an all-OVC
player in 1985.
She posted 1.346 sets and, along
with teammate Angela Boykins, is
a contender for All-American honors
this season, according to Coach Geri
Polvino.
Polvino said, "I really feel Angie
and Cathy are legitimate AilAmerican performers. If we are successful against some strong opponents on our schedule, it will help
I hem get the regional and national
attention they deserve.
"Cathy has a poise under stress
that sets her apart from other setters in the nation," she added.
Brett will be leading the Colonels'
offense against nationally ranked
teams auch as Texas A AM, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina and
Duke.
Brett, a 21-year-old computer
science major, said she is looking
forward to the tough schedule.
"Realistically, we have the
capability to do well against our opponents," she said. "We're in good
shape. They won't beat us because
we're not in shape.
"We know what to do; we'll just
have to do it," she added. "It's going to be tough, but I think we can
handle it and maybe upset a few of
those big-name teams."
The team has practiced since midAugust. Practices have been filled
with a regiment of cardiovascular
workouts, jump training and skills
training.
Brett said she was part of a winning high school volleyball program
before she advanced to the
university.

Colonels drop match
against Ohio State
By Mike Mar.ee
Sports-editor

With all-Ohio Valley Conference
player Angela Boykins sidelined
with an injury, the volleyball team
wasn't quite playing with a full deck
in its match with Ohio State.
The Buckeyes dealt the Colonels
s three-game loss Saturday at Col
umbua. 15-10. 16-12, 15-8.
According to Coach Geri Polvino.
the absence of Boykins, who suffered a knee injury Sept. 6, hurt her
team, but it was not the only factor
in the loss.
"Ohio State has s very good
team," she said. "They kept attacking us. We couldn't put the ball
down in offensive transition."
Polvino pointed out some positive

veteran
factors in the match as well, such as
the .316 hitting percentage of Cin- Cathy Brett
dy Thomsen and the defensive plsy
According to Polvino, Brett, who
of Deb Winkler. Winkler had 16 digs hsd a .432 setting percentage
from the back row.
against Ohio State, had to cover
She said the Colonels were not much of the court in that match. .
Polvino said Kantz should give
shaken.by the absence of their
Brett some relief at the back of the
'The kids have got heart,'' she court.
The Colonels play their first home
Polvino said the Colonels are now matches of the season this weekend
attempting to rearrange players to at Weaver Gymnasium in the ■»".
compensate for the loss of Boykins. nual Colonel Invitational, which will
"We've got a lot of possibilities in be played Friday and Saturday.
personnel," she said.
The Colonels will host five
She plans to move Thomsen to the schools: Bowling Green, Cincinnati,
middle position and Sarah Ewy to Tennessee Tech, Xavier and
the left side.
Schoolcraft Junior College.
In addition, freshman setter PatThey open play at 1:30 p.m. Frity Ksnts wiB move into the starting day against Xavier.

Hockey team opens at 2-0

File photo

Cathy Brett sets for a teammate
She hails from Titusville, Fla., butcher primary hobbies.
Brett plans to continue to play
she attended high school in
Evergreen, Colo, at Evergreen High volleyball after graduation, but not
in this country.
School.
"We won state championships
She said she would like to plsy in
about every year," she said.
France for a year or so and take the
According to Polvino, there is a opportunity to learn a different
similar tradition at the university. culture, travel Europe and play a
"Women's volleyball has one of variation of the game she loves.
the most successful traditions of
"After that, I guess I'll go for a
any sport at the university," she job that applies to my major and
stated. "It's not as well known as maybe coach junior league teams,"
football... but volleyball is not she said.
seen by a lot of people."
"For right now, though, I'm conBrett lists snow siding as one of centrating on this season."

TASTE GREAT

By Mike Ma
Sports editor
The university's field hockey
team assumed the role of giant killer
last weekend with two wins over
powerful Virginia schools.
They traveled to a state that is
home to some of the giants in
NCAA field hockey, where they
defeated Radford 4-2 and won 2-1
over William and Mary to open their
season on a 2-0 clip.
Both games were played at
Blacksburg, W. Va. on an artificial
surface at Virginia Tech.
In both games. Carol Van Winkle
scored the Colonels' winning goal on
a penalty stroke.
(A penalty stroke is a one-on-one
confrontation with the opposing
goalkeeper resulting from a defensive foul.)
The Colonels took s measure of
revenge in the Saturday night game
with Radford. They had lost to Rad
ford by one goal in each of the last
two years.
"It was exciting to beat them,"
Coach Lynne Harvel said.
Harvel said the Colonels' passing
game was in fine form, so they had
a high percentage of completed
passes.
She said the team's young for-

T) Z spirit — HteVe* caught itl

OB

LESS PILLING

Sigma JVu

YOU DECIDE

is jired up for

Thursday, September 18th

Tratman's Classic!

75* CANS

ward line players, all freshmen and tage down," she stated. "I know"
sophomores, meshed together well. they must have been concerned
"They are real aggressive and not about our passing game.''
intimidated by each other," Harvel
But she said it also forced William
said.
and Mary to give less attention to .'
She added that younger players its own offensive attack.
sometimes are intimidated when
Saturday, the team travels to '
playing alongside
an up- North Carolina to face Davidson
perclassman, but that wasn't the and High Point College. Both games"
case with an entire line of less ex- will be played at Davidson.
perienced people.
Colonel goalkeeper Jill Peorce was
injured and had not practiced, but
she saved 14 of Radford s 16 shots
on goal.
The team returned the next morning to face William and Mary, a
The university's tents",
team that is "ranked consistently''
iU l»-game fail exhibition
in the region, according to Harvel.
Sunday by spatting s
Van Winkle's penalty stroke goal douWeheeder with Xavier.
put the Colonels on top to stay with
The Colonels won the opener 8-2 "
about four minutes remaining.
on the strength of a six-run fourth
"It was a big win for us," Harvel inning in which eight Colonels
said, adding it was a game they were reached base before the first out.
"not expected to win."
In the second game, the'
She said William and Mary show- Musketeers won M m eight innings
ed some respect for the Colonels by oMfMte) CoaWsMi hotno run* by Tony
using a player-to-player defense Weyyrich ana So**WD
over the entire field during the enTheColonels
tire game.
#d WKB Ml WrOeTsV
The Colonels will meet Kentucky
(A player-to-player defense is
usually used only when the offense in a doublebeeder at 1 pjn. Sunday
is within about 25 yards of the goal.) at UK's Shivery Sport* Center in
"It really cut our passing percen- Lexington.

Baseball team
splits with Xavier

; i
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Runners turn
to triathlons
for challenge

Defense key
to first win
Impressions from the first football Saturdsy:
The Colonels may have surprised
even themselves in their 23-3 win
over Tennessee-Chattanooga.
The defense is certainly deserving
of praise for holding the Moccasins'
passing attack to three points.
UTC quarterback Tun Couch did
peas for 172 yards, but the Moccaain rushers were held to one yard.
But the highly-touted UTC
defense did its job well, too.
Take away the Colonels' two bigplay touchdowns, and you've got a
tight game, three field goals to one.
The Moccasins would likely have
kicked a couple more field goals, but
they fell behind late in the game and
were forced to go for touchdowns.
As a result, they went home 0-2,
while the Colonels set their sights on
Marshall with s 1-0 mark.

By Mlk* Manas
Sport* aditor It ha* bMO called the true endurance teat for athlatas.
The participants must know not
juat one apart, but three, in order to
be eucceeeful in the triathlon.

"Triathlstes are free spirits," he
added. "They work hard and they
party hard."
One of Blaylock's companions is
John McLean, assistant professor of
environmental health
McLean said most people in the
Running ■wimming M«l cycling
group compete in about 30 road
come together to comprise • races and three or four triathlons
triathlon, one of the nation's faateet
annually.
Ms said the training stttsMi i*
growing participant apart*.
The triathlon trend haa spread to extremely demanding and lasts
the university, whan aeveraJ facul- almost all year long. A normal train
ty and staff members have joined ing weak might involve up to 40
several other local people in training miles of running, 100 miles of cycland competing in triathlons and ing and 7,000 yards of swimming.
road races around the stat*.
Bob Turpin. assistant director of
They most recently raced in the purchasing, became interested in
Btuegraea Triathlon, bald Sunday at tfastlaVl — "■ — «*«ll—g»" ■«"<
Port Boonssborough State Park.
an alternative to running.
The race consisted of a one-half
He said one does not havs to be
mile swim in the Kentucky River, a a full-time athlete to compete in
6-mile run and a 23-mile bike course. triathlons.
Many maniben of the group
"The majority of triathletes are
credit Dr. Bruce Blaylock with spur- professional people,'' he stated.
ring interest in triathlons.
McLean said there are several
H lay lock, chairman of the depart- local professional people who run
ment of finance and business with his group.
systems, said he developed an inUniversity (rack and cross counterest in triathlons about five years try coach Rick Erdmann finds little
ago In Virginia.
time in his busy schedule to comWhen be came bars, he persuad- pete in triathlons.
ed several of his friends who ran to
He said last Sunday's event
join him in the other two sports.
would probably be the only one be
"They saw it was beneficial to would compete in this year.
their way of UJSSBBM as well,"
Many of Erdmann's weekends
Blaylock said.
find him with one of Ms teams.
BUylock said there are noticeable
"In the few I've bean in I've done
differences between triathletos and pretty well," be said. "I basically
standard runners.
train and don't participate."
"They're more committed
The physical benefits of training
physically," he said of triathletos. in three sports are obvious 'You're
"Tbay have to be."
exercising more muscle groups,"

•••

Progress photo/Rob Carr

John McLean rides in Sunday's triathlon
Blaylock said.
McLean pointed out that a
triathlete can use an event be is
strong in to compensate for s
weaker area.
"There are people who are very
good in one event that may not be
real good in another,'' he stated.
But why do they put themselves
through the rigors of this sport?
Blaylock said the training involves mental discipline as well as
physical skill.
He added, "It shows more of an
By-Pass, next to Holiday |nn
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athlete's skills to participate in
three events."
"Swimming and biking alleviate
the pressures of constant running,"
Erdmann said, adding the "allaround fitness aspect" is important
'Its being able to do a lot without
being injured," Turpin said. He
pointed out that constant runners
often experience "»gg*"g injuries.
McLean had other ideas. "I'm
sure few of these guys do it for pure
health reasons," he said. "For me,
it's pure enjoyment."

Speaking of Marshall, the Colonels will travel there Saturday in
search of some serious revenge.
Last year, the Thundering Herd
stampeded Hanger Field and took
home a 13-7 win. The Colonels' only touchdown came with no time remaining on the clock.
Marshal] also brought boatloads
of green-clad fans with them. Colonels' coach Roy Kidd hopes this
feat will be reciprocated Saturday.
"We're looking for three to four
thousand people at Marshall," he
said, adding he hopes those who go
will display the school colors.
"I wish we could get students to
make the trip," he said.
It would be a major morale boost
to see carloads of students make the
150-mile trip from Richmond. There
are also many students who live in

Out in left field

/
Mike Marsee
northeastern Kentucky that would
have a shorter trip to Huntington.
But considering the low number
of students that attend home
games, it seems to be a tall order to
induce them to hit the road.
• • »
Speaking of students, the stadium
welcomed the usual low student
turnout Saturday.
No one knows where they were or
why they weren't there. But it's likely that the conflicting game in Lexington took away from the crowd.
Perhaps when lights are installed
at Hanger Field next year, the
university can schedule night games
when Kentucky plays in the
daytime, and vice verss.
Of course. Kentucky tends to play
night games only in October, which
could lead to some cool November
nights on the Hill.
• • •
Saturday's introduction of the
new Colonel mascot added a lively
element to the weekly football
festivals.
But it appeared when the Colonel
made his grand entrance, most people were more interested in the
Rolls-Royce convertible that carried
him onto the field.
My compliments to the chauffeur.

